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0. Introduction
The study of operator sequences is an important task in numerical analysis and asymptotic spectral
theory. There is a bulk of papers dealing with these problems. The now classical publications [6,10]
were devoted to a deep study of the stability problem for projectionmethods aimed at the approximate
solution of convolution-type equations. The remarkable paper [10] contains the ﬁrst appearence of the
use of localization techniques in the study of stability. The idea is to introduce a suitable Banach algebra
which contains the sequences under consideration and to take advantage of the fact that the stability
of a sequence (An) is equivalent to the invertibility of (An) modulo the ideal of sequences tending to
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zero in the norm. Later on, it became clear that Banach algebra techniques provide the right tools
to study the behavior of singular values, pseudospectra and numerical ranges of the matrices which
constitute the sequences under consideration. Themost complete results are available for C∗-algebras
(see for instance the books [3,7,8,14]). These C∗-algebras typically arise as follows.
LetH be an inﬁnite dimensional Hilbert space and (Hn) be a sequence of closed subspaces ofH such
that the orthogonal projections Pn from H onto Hn converge strongly to the identity operator I on H.
We denote byF the set of all bounded sequences {An} of operators An ∈L(Hn) and equipF with a
C∗-algebra structure in the usual way, that is by introducing the algebraic operations componentwise.
LetG denote the closed ideal ofF consisting of all sequences {Gn} ∈Fwith ‖Gn‖ → 0 as n → ∞.
Let further T be a (possibly inﬁnite) index set. Suppose that for each t ∈ T we are given an inﬁnite
dimensional Hilbert space Ht with identity operator It as well as a sequence (Etn) of partial isometries
Etn : Ht → H such that
• the initial projections Ptn of Etn converge strongly to It as n → ∞,
• the range projection of Etn is Pn and
• the separation condition
(Esn)
∗Etn ⇁ 0 weakly as n → ∞
holds true for every s, t ∈ T with s /= t.
For brevity, we write E−tn instead of (Etn)∗. LetF
T
stand for the set of all sequencesA = {An} ∈F
for which the strong limits
slim
n→∞ E
−t
n AnE
t
n and s− limn→∞(E
−t
n AnE
t
n)
∗
exist for every t ∈ T , and deﬁne mappingsWt :FT →L(Ht) by
Wt(A) = s− lim
n→∞ E
−t
n AnE
t
n.
The setFT forms a C∗-subalgebra ofF and the separation condition ensures that, for every t ∈ T and
every compact operator Kt ∈K(Ht), the sequence {EtnKtE−tn } belongs toFT , and that for all s ∈ T
Ws{EtnKtE−tn } =
{
Kt if s = t,
0 if s /= t.
A sequence {An} ∈F is said to be stable if there is an n0 such that the operators An ∈L(Hn) are
invertible for n n0 and
sup
nn0
‖A−1n Pn‖ < ∞.
There is a variety of concrete operator sequences which belong to algebras of the typeFT (see for
instance [3,7,8,14]). The importance of these algebras is given by the following observation. LetJT ⊂
FT be the smallest closed ideal ofFT which contains all sequences {EtnKtE−tn } with t ∈ T and Kt ∈
K(Ht) as well as all sequences {Gn} ∈ G.
Theorem 1
(1) A sequenceA ∈FT is stable if and only if the operators Wt(A) are invertible inL(Ht) for every
t ∈ T and if the cosetA+JT is invertible in the quotient algebraFT/JT .
(2) IfA ∈FT is a sequence with invertible cosetA+JT then all operators Wt(A) are Fredholm on
Ht and the number of the non-invertible operators among them is ﬁnite.
SequencesA ∈FT forwhich the cosetA+JT is invertible inFt/JT are usually called Fredholm
sequences or, more accurately,JT -Fredholm sequences.
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Now, let the spacesHn beﬁnite dimensional for everyn ∈ N, that is,F consists ofmatrix sequences.
For A ∈L(Hn) we put m := dimHn, σ0(A) := 0 and let σk(A) denote the singular values of A (for k =
1, 2, . . . ,m), i.e. the eigenvaluesof (A∗A)
1
2 in suchaway, thatσ1(A) σ2(A) · · · σm(A). The following
theorem was essentially proved by S. Roch and one of the authors.
Theorem 2
(1) LetA = {An} ∈FT be a Fredholm sequence. Then
lim inf
n→∞ σk+1(An) > 0 and limn→∞ σk(An) = 0,
where k = k(A) := ∑t∈T dimkerWt(A).
(2)
∑
t∈T indWt(A) = 0 for any Fredholm sequenceA ∈FT .
(3) If at least one of the operators Wt(A) for a sequence A is not Fredholm, then limn→∞ σk(An) = 0
for every k = 0, 1, . . . .
It is worth noticing that this (JT -)Fredholm property of a sequenceA depends on the algebra to
which the sequence belongs, that isA ∈FT1 can be non-Fredholm, butA ∈FT2 with T1 ⊂ T2 can be
Fredholm. In order to avoid this disadvantage, a universal notion of a Fredholm sequence inF, deﬁned
by a unique ideal of compact sequences, can be introduced (see [8, Chapter 6]). Roch proved that for
the C∗-algebraF this Fredholm property of a sequenceA = {An} ∈F is eqivalent to the existence of
a number k ∈ N ∪ {0} such that
lim inf
n→∞ σk+1(An) > 0.
We touch a few aspects of this topic in Section 1.2.8, but the main purpose of this paper is to study
sequences in algebras of the typeFT having a certain intrinsic structure. Hence, we mainly consider
the more appropriate notion ofJT -Fredholmness.
If the spaces under consideration are Banach spaces andF ismerely a Banach algebra, considerably
less is known. In particular, one needs appropriate substitutes for the singular values, which can be
given by the so-called approximation numbers. For anm-dimensional normed spaceX and an operator
A ∈L(X) the kth approximation number sk(A) of A is deﬁned as
sk(A) := dist(A,Fm−k(X)) := inf{‖A− F‖L(X) : F ∈Fm−k(X)}, (1)
(k = 0, 1, . . .,m), whereFm−k(X) denotes the collection of all operators fromL(X) having the image
of the dimension at mostm− k. It is clear that
0 = s0(A) s1(A) s2(A) · · · sm(A) = ‖A‖L(X).
Moreover one can show that (see [2, Proposition 9.2])
s1(A) =
{
1/‖A−1‖L(X) if A is invertible
0 if A is not invertible.
(2)
Note also that in caseX is a Hilbert space the approximation numbers coincidewith the singular values
of A.
Böttcher studied the asymptotic behavior of the approximation numbers of the ﬁnite sections of
Toeplitz operators with scalar-valued generating functions in spaces lp(Z+), 1 < p < ∞ in [2], and
obtained results like Theorem 2. His approach has the advantage that the speed of convergence of
sk(An) to zero can be estimated. On the other hand, it seems that his approach is limited to scalar
valued generating functions.
Algebras of the typeFT can also be introduced in the Banach space context. This is well known,
see for instance [4] or [7]. However one has to suppose that not only (Pn) tends strongly to the identity
operator, but also (P∗n). Theorem 2 holds also true in this situation (with approximation numbers
instead of singular values) as was shown by A. Rogozhin and one of the authors in the recent paper
[23]. The related proofs are quite different from the previous ones.
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As a matter of fact all these results are not applicable say to ﬁnite section sequences of operators
acting on l∞(ZK ) spaces, since neither (Pn) nor (P∗n) tend strongly to the identity. Therefore one may
ask if there is a general framework which also includes this case. This paper presents such a general
framework aswell as applications to the ﬁnite sectionmethod for band-dominated operators acting on
spaces lp(ZK ), 1 p∞. For the spaces lp(Z), 1 p∞ the results are most complete and extend
results of Roch for p = 2 [21] and of the authors for 1 < p < ∞ [24].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1we present the general framework for the analysis of
the asymptotic behavior of operator sequences in the Banach space situation. For this we introduce a
more suitable concept of convergence and “almost invertibility”, the so-calledP-strong convergence
andP-Fredholmness, which has already been considered in [14,17], for example. Then we establish a
Fredholm property for structured sequences in Banach algebras of the typeFT and prove a stability
result similar to Theorem1. Themain result on the asymptotic behavior of the approximation numbers
for sequencesA ∈FT is stated in Section 1.2.5 and generalizes Theorem 2.
Section 2 is devoted to the ﬁnite sections of band-dominated operators. An important tool in that
business and actually the link between the ﬁnite section sequences and our general theory is given
by the notion of limit operators. The book [17] provides a comprehensive picture of the limit operator
method, and [12] is also a recent introduction to this topic. The crucial step for the study of sequences
arising from a certain class of band-dominated operators acting on spaces lp(ZK ) is to determine
whether the Fredholmproperty of the sequenceA is completely described by the Fredholmproperties
of the operatorsWt(A). This is done in 2.3.4.
In the case K = 1 it is even possible to consider general band-dominated operators by studying
appropriate subsequences. Moreover, we present an idea how to deal with “almost stable” sequences.
1. General theory
1.1.P-compact andP-Fredholm operators,P-strong convergence
LetX be a Banach space.We denote byL(X) the Banach algebra of all bounded and linear operators
on X and byK(X) the closed ideal of all compact operators inL(X). For A ∈L(X) we put
kerA := {x ∈ X : Ax = 0},
imA := A(X) = {Ax : x ∈ X},
cokerA := X/imA.
Fredholm operators. An operator A ∈L(X) is called Fredholm operator if dimkerA < ∞ and dimcoker
A < ∞. If A is Fredholm then the integer indA := dimkerA− dimcokerA is referred to as the index of
A. The following theorem records some important characterizations of such operators.
Theorem 3. Let A ∈L(X). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is Fredholm.
(2) dimkerA < ∞, dimkerA∗ < ∞ and imA is closed.
(3) The coset A+K(X) is invertible in the Calkin algebraL(X)/K(X).
(4) There exist projections P, P′ ∈K(X) such that imP = kerA and kerP′ = imA.
(5) The following is NOT true: For each l ∈ N and each  > 0 there exists a projection Q ∈K(X) with
rankQ  l such that ‖AQ‖ <  or ‖QA‖ < .
Proof. The equivalence of the Assertions (1) till (4) is well known. Here we only consider
Assertion (5).
Let the Assertions (1)–(4) be fulﬁlled and let P, P′ ∈K(X) be projections such that imP = kerA
and kerP′ = imA. Then dim imP and dim imP′ are ﬁnite. Moreover, as a consequence of the Banach
inverse mapping theorem, the operator A|kerP : kerP → kerP′ is invertible. Let A(−1) be its inverse and
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B := (I − P)A(−1)(I − P′). ThenB ∈L(X)andAB = I − P ′,BA = I − P.Nowweassumethat there is a com-
pact projectionQ with rankQ > rankP such that ‖AQ‖ < (2‖B‖)−1. Then there is an x ∈ imQ ∩ im(I − P)
with x /= 0 hence ‖(I − P)Qx‖ = ‖x‖, but on the other hand ‖(I − P)Q‖ = ‖BAQ‖ < 1/2, a contradiction.
An analogous argument for ‖QA‖ shows that (5) is true.
Nowweprove that (5) implies (2). Assume dimkerA = ∞. Then for every given l ∈ Nwe can choose
an l-dimensional subspace of the kernel and a bounded linear projection Q onto this subspace and we
ﬁnd that AQ = 0, which contradicts (5).
Assume dimkerA∗ = ∞. For a given l ∈ N we choose l linearly independent bounded functionals
from kerA∗ and denote by X′ the intersection of their kernels. Obviously, X′ is a Banach space with an
l-dimensional complement in X and imA ⊂ X′. Nowwe can choose a bounded projection Q parallel to
X′ onto one complement of X′ and get QA = 0, again a contradiction.
Finally, assume that imA is not closed. We want to show that for every l ∈ N and for every δ > 0
there exists an l-dimensional subspace Xl of X such that ‖A|Xl‖ < δ. Fix δ > 0. Then there exists x1 ∈ X,‖x1‖ = 1 such that ‖Ax1‖ < δ, otherwise Awould be an invertible operator and hence its range would
be closed. Assume that the assertion is true for l − 1. One can show that there exist a complement
Y of Xl−1 and a projection Q onto Xl−1 with kerQ = Y and ‖Q‖ l. A(Y) is not closed (otherwise
A(X) = A(Xl−1) + A(Y)would be closed). Nowwe can choose xl ∈ Ywith ‖xl‖ = 1 and ‖Axl‖ < δ and for
arbitrary scalars α,β and x ∈ Xl−1 we see
‖A(αx + βxl)‖ ‖A(αx)‖ + ‖A(βxl)‖ < δ(‖αx‖ + ‖βxl‖)
‖αx‖ = ‖Q (αx)‖ = ‖Q (αx + βxl)‖ ‖Q‖‖αx + βxl‖
‖βxl‖ = ‖(I − Q )(βxl)‖ = ‖(I − Q )(αx + βxl)‖ (1+ ‖Q‖)‖αx + βxl‖,
i.e. ‖A(αx + βxl)‖ < δ(1+ 2l)‖αx + βxl‖. Since δ > 0 is arbitrary the assertion follows by induction.
Consequently, for every l ∈ N and  > 0 we can choose 0 < δ < /l, an l-dimensional subspace of X
and an appropriate projection Q onto this subspace with ‖Q‖ l, such that ‖AQ‖ δ‖Q‖ < . 
Convergence. A sequence (An) of operators An ∈L(X) is said to converge to an operator A ∈L(X)
• strongly if ‖Anx − Ax‖ → 0 for each x ∈ X (we write A = s− limn→∞ An),
• uniformly if ‖An − A‖L(X) → 0.
Proposition 4. Let X be a Banach space and A,An ∈L(X). Then
• An → A strongly ⇔ AnK → AK uniformly for every K ∈K(X).
• A∗n → A∗ strongly ⇒ KAn → KA uniformly for every K ∈K(X).
The aim of the subsequent steps is to generalize the concepts of compactness, Fredholmness and
strong convergence.
Deﬁnition 5. Let X be a Banach space and let P = (Pn)n∈N be a bounded sequence of operators in
L(X) with the following properties:
• For everym ∈ N there is an N ∈ N such that PnPm = PmPn = Pm if n N,
• Pn /= 0 and Pn /= I for all n ∈ N.
Then P is said to be an approximate projection. P is called approximate identity if in addition
supn ‖Pnx‖ ‖x‖ holds for each x ∈ X.
Given an approximate projection P, we set S1 := P1 and Sn := Pn − Pn−1 for n > 1. Further, for
every bounded U ⊂ R, we deﬁne PU :=
∑
k∈N∩U Sk .P is said to be uniform if CP := sup ‖PU‖ < ∞, the
supremum over all bounded U ⊂ R.
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P-compactness. LetP be an approximate projection. A bounded linear operator K is calledP-compact
if ‖KPn − K‖, ‖PnK − K‖ → 0 as n → ∞. ByK(X,P) we denote the set of allP-compact operators on
X and byL(X,P) the set of all operators A ∈L(X) for which AK and KA areP-compact whenever K
isP-compact.
Theorem6 (see [17, Proposition 1.1.8 and Theorem 1.1.9]). LetP be an approximate projection.L(X,P)
is a closed subalgebra ofL(X), it contains the identity operator, andK(X,P) is a closed ideal ofL(X,P).
An operator A ∈L(X) belongs toL(X,P) if and only if, for every k ∈ N,
‖PkA(I − Pn)‖ → 0 and ‖(I − Pn)APk‖ → 0 as n → ∞.
IfP is uniform, thenL(X,P) is inverse closed inL(X).
Theorem 3 and Proposition 4 show that Fredholmness and strong convergence are closely related
to the ideal of compact operators. This suggests the definition of generalizations of Fredholmness and
strong convergence applyingP-compact operators.
P-strong convergence. LetP be an approximate projection and for each n ∈ N let An ∈L(X,P). The
sequence (An) convergesP-strongly toA ∈L(X) if, for allK ∈K(X,P), both ‖(An − A)K‖ and ‖K(An −
A)‖ tend to 0 as n → ∞. In this case we write An → AP-strongly or A =Plim
n→∞ An.
Proposition 7 (see [17, Proposition 1.1.14]). If (An) is a bounded sequence inL(X,P) then (An) converges
P-strongly to A ∈L(X) if and only if
‖(An − A)Pm‖ → 0 and ‖Pm(An − A)‖ → 0 for every ﬁxed Pm ∈P.
Theorem 8 (see [17, Corollary 1.1.16f]). Let P be an approximate identity and let (An), (Bn) ⊂L(X,P)
be sequences convergingP-strongly to A,B ∈L(X), respectively. Then
• A isuniquelydeterminedandA ∈L(X,P). (An) is uniformlybounded, i.e.‖(An)‖ := supn ‖An‖ < ∞,
and ‖A‖ ‖(Pn)‖ lim infn ‖An‖.
• An + Bn → A+ B and AnBn → ABP-strongly.
P-Fredholm operators. Let P be an approximate projection. An operator A ∈L(X,P) is said to be
P-Fredholm if the coset A+K(X,P) is invertible in the quotient algebraL(X,P)/K(X,P).
Theorem 3 shows that the usual Fredholm property of linear bounded operators can be described
in terms of compact projections. In what follows, we want to give a description ofP-Fredholmness in
terms of P-compact projections as well. For this, let P = (Pn) be a uniform approximate projection
with rankPn < ∞ for all n. Then it is not hard to prove, that
K(X∗,P∗) = {K∗ : K ∈K(X,P)} andL(X∗,P∗) ⊃ {A∗ : A ∈L(X,P)}.
Indeed, the inclusions “⊃” are clear and since eachP∗-compact operator C can be approximated by
operators Cn = P∗nCP∗n , it sufﬁces to check that these operators Cn possess preadjoints Kn, i.e. K∗n = Cn,
because then (Kn) is a Cauchy sequence, hence we obtain a limit K ∈K(X,P) with K∗ = C.
The canonical (and isometric) embedding of X in X∗∗ provides isometric isomorphisms In between
the ﬁnite dimensional subspaces imPn and imP
∗∗
n . Since C
∗
n = P∗∗n C∗nP∗∗n the operators Kn := PnI−1n C∗nInPn
are well deﬁned and serve the purpose.
A sequence (An) ⊂L(X,P) convergesP-strongly to A ∈L(X,P) iff
‖(An − A)K‖ → 0 and ‖K(An − A)‖ → 0 for all K ∈K(X,P).
Obviously, this is equivalent to
‖K∗(A∗n − A∗)‖ → 0 and ‖(A∗n − A∗)K∗‖ → 0 for all K∗ ∈K(X∗,P∗)
and thus to theP∗-strong convergence of the sequence (A∗n) to A∗.
Deﬁnition 9. An operator A ∈L(X,P) is called properlyP-Fredholm, if there exist projections P, P′ ∈
K(X,P) s.t. imP = kerA and kerP′ = imA and it is called properly P-deﬁcient if, for each l ∈ N and
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each  > 0, there exists a projection Q ∈K(X,P) with rankQ  l such that ‖QA‖ <  or ‖AQ‖ < .
Further one says that A enjoys theP-dichotomy, if A is properlyP-Fredholm or properlyP-deﬁcient.
The set of all operators A ∈L(X,P) having theP-dichotomy will be denoted byD(X,P).
Obviously, all invertible operators are properlyP-Fredholm.
Proposition 10. Let P = (Pn)n∈N be a uniform approximate projection with rankPn < ∞ for all n ∈ N.
For A ∈D(X,P) the following are equivalent:
1. A is properlyP-Fredholm.
2. A isP-Fredholm.
3. A is Fredholm.
4. A is not properlyP-deﬁcient.
5. There exists a B ∈L(X,P) s.t. P := I − BA, P′ := I − AB ∈K(X,P) are projections, imP = kerA
and kerP′ = imA.
Moreover, if A ∈D(X,P), i.e. A properly P-Fredholm or properly P-deﬁcient, then A∗ ∈D(X∗,P∗)
and A∗ is always of the same kind.
Proof. Since rankPn is ﬁnite for every n, it is obvious that K(X,P) ⊂K(X) and hence every
P-compact projection is of ﬁnite rank. Therefore A ∈D(X,P) is either properlyP-Fredholm or prop-
erlyP-deﬁcient by the definition, that is the relation (1) ⇔ (4) is proved.
(5) ⇒ (2) is obvious from the definition.
(2) ⇒ (3): ifA is aP-Fredholmoperator, then there is aB ∈L(X,P) ⊂L(X), such that I − AB, I − BA ∈
K(X,P) ⊂K(X) and hence A is Fredholm.
(3) ⇒ (4) immediately follows by Theorem 3.
(1) ⇒ (5) is the delicate part of the proof. For this let A be a properly P-Fredholm operator and let
P, P′ ∈K(X,P) be the appropriate projections from the definition. As a consequence of the Banach
inverse mapping theorem, the compression A|kerP : kerP → kerP′ is invertible. Let A(−1) be its inverse
and B := (I − P)A(−1)(I − P′). Then B ∈L(X) and AB = I − P ′ as well as BA = I − P. We have to show
that B ∈L(X,P), but this can be done by a slight modiﬁcation of the proof of Theorem 1.1.9 in [17],
which was taken from Kozak and Simonenko [11].
Let (Qn) stand for the sequence (I − Pn). Further,wewillwritem  n if PlQn = QnPl = 0 for all l  m.
By Theorem 6, what we have to show is that
‖PkBQn‖ → 0 and ‖QnBPk‖ → 0 as n → ∞.
Given  > 0 and k ∈ N, we can choose a number N ∈ N such that k  N and the norms ‖PQl‖, ‖QlP‖,
‖P′Ql‖ and ‖QlP′‖ are less than CP(CP+1)‖B‖ for all l  N (note that P, P′ areP-compact).Weﬁx a positive
numbermwith ‖B‖2‖A‖/m < , and choose integers
0 = r(1)
1
< r
(1)
2
< r
(1)
3
< r
(1)
4
< r
(2)
1
< · · · < r(m−1)
4
< r
(m)
1
< r
(m)
2
< r
(m)
3
< r
(m)
4
such that N  k + r(1)
2
, k + r(i)
l
 k(i)
l+1 and k + r
(j)
4
 k(j+1)
1
for all 1 l  3, 1 i  m, 1 j  m− 1
and such that (by Theorem 6)
‖P
k+r(i)
1
AQ
k+r(i)
2
‖ < /‖B‖2, ‖P
k+r(i)
3
AQ
k+r(i)
4
‖ < /‖B‖2,
‖Q
k+r(i)
3
AP
k+r(i)
2
‖ < /‖B‖2, ‖Q
k+r(i+1)
1
AP
k+r(i)
4
‖ < /‖B‖2.
Let n  k + r(m)
4
. We set
U ′i := [0, k + r(i)3 ], V ′i := [0, k + r(i)2 ].
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Then, since n  k + r(m)
4
 k + r(i)
2
 k for all i,
PkBQn = Pk(I − P)BQn = PkBQn − PkPBQn = PkPV ′
i
BQn − PkPBQn
= Pk(BA+ P)PV ′
i
BQn − PkPBQn = PkBAPV ′
i
BQn − PkPQV ′
i
BQn
= PkBPU ′
i
APV ′
i
BQn + PkBQU ′
i
APV ′
i
BQn − PkPQV ′
i
BQn,
where the third item is smaller than  because of the choice of N, and for the other terms we can
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.9 in [17]. By doing this, we get that ‖PkBQn‖ → 0 as n → ∞, and
the dual assertion ‖QnBPk‖ → 0 can be checked analogously. This yields the proof of (1) ⇒ (5).
Finally, let A be properlyP-Fredholm and P, P′ ∈K(X,P) be the appropriate projections from the
definition. Since P′A = 0, we have A∗(P′)∗ = 0 and consequently im(P′)∗ ⊂ kerA∗. On the other hand
dimkerA∗ = dimcokerA = dim imP′ = dimker(I − P′)
= dimcoker(I − (P′)∗) = dim im(P′)∗,
hence im(P ′)∗ = kerA∗. In this veinwe also showkerP∗ = imA∗. ThusA∗ is properlyP∗-Fredholm, since
P∗, (P′)∗ ∈K(X∗,P∗).
If A is properlyP-deﬁcient, then it is obvious from the definition that A∗ is properlyP∗-deﬁcient,
too. 
Remark 11. LetP = (Pn) be a uniform approximate projection such that rankPn < ∞ for all n ∈ N, and
assume that Pn → I strongly. Then everyP-strongly convergent sequence (An) ∈L(X,P) is strongly
convergent.
If, in addition, P∗n → I strongly thenwith the help of Theorem3 it follows thatK(X,P) =K(X) and
D(X,P) =L(X,P) =L(X). Moreover, one easily proves that a sequence (An) ⊂L(X) isP-strongly
convergent if and only if (An) as well as (A
∗
n) are strongly convergent (see [12, Section 1.6.3]).
Remark 12. Roughly speaking, the P-dichotomy ensures that the Fredholm properties of a given
operator can be described in terms ofP-compact projections. In Section 2 we will show that the class
of band-dominated operators which is introduced there, is contained inD(X,P). Actually, it is still an
open question if or under which conditionsD(X,P) is really a proper subset ofL(X,P).
1.2. Sequence algebras, Fredholm sequences and approximation numbers
1.2.1. Sequence algebras
Let (En) be a sequence of ﬁnite dimensional Banach spaces and let (Ln) denote the sequence of the
identities on En, respectively.We denote byF the set of all bounded sequences {An} of bounded linear
operators An ∈L(En). Provided with the operations
α{An} + β{Bn} := {αAn + βBn}, {An}{Bn} := {AnBn},
and the supremum norm ‖{An}‖F := supn ‖An‖L(En) < ∞,F becomes a Banach algebra with identity
I := {Ln}. The set
G := {{Gn} ∈F : ‖Gn‖L(En) → 0}
forms a closed ideal inF.
Further, let T be a (possibly inﬁnite) index set and suppose that, for every t ∈ T , there is a Banach
space Et with the identity It , and a bounded sequence (Ltn) of projections L
t
n on E
t forming an approxi-
mate identityPt := (Ltn). Then
ct := ‖(Ltn)‖ = sup
n
‖Ltn‖L(Et ) < ∞ for every t ∈ T .
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Further suppose that, for every t ∈ T , there is a sequence (Etn) of isomorphisms
Etn :L(imLtn) →L(En),
such that (for brevity, we write E−tn instead of (Etn)−1)
Mt := sup
n
{‖Etn‖, ‖E−tn ‖} < ∞. (I)
We denote by FT the collection of all sequences A = {An} ∈F, for which there exist operators
Wt(A) ∈L(Et ,Pt) for all t ∈ T , such that all
A
(t)
n := E−tn (An)Ltn → Wt(A)Ptstrongly.
These operators are uniquely determined (see Theorem 8). It is easy to show that FT is a closed
subalgebra ofFwhich contains the identity and the idealG. Both, the mappings Etn andW
t :FT →
L(Et ,Pt),A → Wt(A) are unital homomorphisms.
Roughly speaking, themappings Etn allowus to transforma given sequenceA ∈FT and to generate
snapshotsWt(A)ofA fromdifferentangles. Inwhat follows,wewill examine theconnectionsbetween
the properties ofA and the properties of its snapshots, e.g. stability, Fredholmness, etc.
1.2.2. Fredholm sequences
Here we will introduce a class of Fredholm sequences. A sequence will be called Fredholm, if it is
“invertible modulo an ideal of compact sequences”, where these “compact sequences” will be gen-
erated by lifting Pt-compact operators. For this, it turns out to be reasonable to suppose that the
perspectives from which a sequence can be looked at, and which are given by the homomorphisms
Wt , are separated in a sense.
Therefore, we suppose that the separation condition
W τ {Etn(LtnKtLtn)} =
{
Kt if t = τ ,
0 if t /= τ (II)
holds for all τ , t ∈ T and every Kt ∈Kt :=K(Et ,Pt).
Deﬁnition 13. We put
Jt := {{Etn(LtnKtLtn)} + {Gn} : Kt ∈Kt , ‖Gn‖ → 0} (∀ t ∈ T),
JT := clos
FT
⎧⎨
⎩
m∑
i=1
{Jtin } : m ∈ N, ti ∈ T , {Jtin } ∈Jti
⎫⎬
⎭ .
Proposition 14. JT and allJt with t ∈ T are closed ideals inFT .
Proof. For t ∈ T , K ∈Kt andA = {An} ∈FT we have
AnE
t
n(L
t
nKL
t
n) = Etn(A(t)n KLtn)
= Etn(LtnWt(A)KLtn) + Etn(Ltn(A(t)n −Wt(A))KLtn),
Etn(L
t
nKL
t
n)An = Etn(LtnKA(t)n )
= Etn(LtnKWt(A)Ltn) + Etn(LtnK(A(t)n −Wt(A))Ltn),
where Wt(A) ∈L(Et ,Pt) and hence Wt(A)K ,KWt(A) ∈Kt . Due to the Condition (I) and since
A
(t)
n → Wt(A) Pt-strongly, the last summands tend to zero in the norm as n → ∞ in both cases.
Consequently, allJt as well asJT are (two-sided) ideals inFT andJT is closed by the definition.
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Let ({Jkn})k∈N = ({Etn(LtnKtkLtn)} + {Gkn})k∈N ⊂J
t
be a Cauchy sequence. From Theorem 8 we obtain
‖Ktk − Ktl ‖ = ‖Wt({Etn(Ltn(Ktk − Ktl )Ltn)} + {Gkn} − {Gln})‖
 ctMt‖({Etn(LtnKtkLtn)} + {Gkn}) − ({Etn(LtnKtl Ltn)} + {Gln})‖,
therefore the sequence (Kt
k
)k∈N is a Cauchy sequence inK
t
and sinceKt is closed, it possesses a limit
Kt ∈Kt . Analogously, the estimate
‖{Gkn} − {Gln}‖ ‖({Etn(LtnKtkLtn)} + {Gkn}) − ({Etn(LtnKtl Ltn)} + {Gln})‖ + ‖{Etn(Ltn(Ktl − Ktk)Ltn)}‖
 ‖{Jkn} − {Jln}‖ +Mt(ct)2‖(Ktl − Ktk)‖
shows that {Gkn} converges to a certain {Gn} ∈ G. Now it’s easy to see that {Etn(LtnKtLtn)} + {Gn} ∈Jt is
the limit of ({Jkn})k and the closedness ofJt is proven. 
Deﬁnition 15. A sequenceA ∈FT is said to beJT -Fredholm, or regularizable with respect toJT , if
the cosetA+JT is invertible in the quotient algebraFT/JT .
For brevity and whenever the situation is unambiguous we simply call these sequences Fredholm,
still having in mind that this property depends on the underlying algebraFT and the idealJT .
The following basic properties of Fredholm sequences are obvious:
• The set of Fredholm sequences is open inFT .
• The sum of a Fredholm sequence and a sequence from the idealJT is Fredholm.
• The product of two Fredholm sequences is Fredholm.
In the subsequent propositions we show that there are close relations between the Fredholm prop-
erty of a sequence A ∈FT and the Pt-Fredholm property of the corresponding operators Wt(A),
which justify the notion “Fredholm sequence”. Since rankLtn < ∞ for all n, we haveKt ⊂K(Et) and
hence everyPt-FredholmoperatorWt(A) is Fredholm, i.e. possesses ﬁnite dimensional kernel and co-
kernel and a ﬁnite index.Wewill introduce analogues to the kernel dimension, the cokernel dimension
and the index for Fredholm sequences, having very similar properties.
First, we prove a result on the regularization of Fredholm sequences.
Proposition 16. Let A ∈FT be Fredholm. Then there exist ﬁnite subsets {t1, . . ., tm} and {τ1, . . ., τl} of T
and a δ > 0 such that the following holds:
For each A˜ ∈FT with ‖A− A˜‖ < δ there are sequencesB,C ∈FT andG,H ∈ G aswell as operators
Kti ∈Kti and Kτi ∈Kτi such that
BA˜ = I+
m∑
i=1
{Etin (Ltin Kti Ltin )} +G, (3)
A˜C = I+
l∑
i=1
{Eτin (Lτin Kτi Lτin )} +H. (4)
Proof. By the definitions ofJT -Fredholmness and of the idealJT , there exist a sequence Â ∈FT ,
ﬁnite subsets {t1, . . ., tm} and {τ1, . . ., τl} of T and sequences Ĵ
ti ∈Jti , K̂τi ∈Jτi as well as Ĵ, K̂ ∈JT
with ‖Ĵ‖, ‖K̂‖ < 1/4 such that
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ÂA = I+
m∑
i=1
Ĵ
ti + Ĵ and AÂ = I+
l∑
i=1
K̂
τi + K̂.
For A˜ ∈FT with ‖A˜−A‖ < δ := 1/(4‖Â‖) we have
ÂA˜ = I+
m∑
i=1
Ĵ
ti + Ĵ+ Â(A˜−A),
where ‖Ĵ+ Â(A˜−A)‖ < 1/2. Hence, the sequence I+ Ĵ+ Â(A˜−A) is invertible in the Banach
algebraFT and we can deﬁne
B := [I+ Ĵ+ Â(A˜−A)]−1Â ∈FT and
Jti := [I+ Ĵ+ Â(A˜−A)]−1Ĵti ∈Jti
for i = 1, . . .,m. Due to the definition of the idealsJt , there are operators Kti ∈Kti and a sequence
G ∈ G such that
BA˜ = I+
m∑
i=1
Jti = I+
m∑
i=1
{Etin (Ltin Kti Ltin )} +G.
Analogously, one obains sequences C ∈FT and H ∈ G as well as operators Kτi ∈Kτi such that (4)
holds. 
Applying the homomorphismsWt , t ∈ T to the Eqs. (3) and (4), and utilizing the separation condi-
tion, we see that the following theorem is in force.
Theorem 17. If a sequenceA ∈FT is Fredholm, thenall corresponding operatorsWt(A)arePt-Fredholm
(as well as Fredholm) on Et and the number of the non-invertible operators among them is ﬁnite.
Deﬁnition 18. This allows us to introduce three ﬁnite numbers for a Fredholm sequenceA ∈FT , its
nullity α(A), deﬁciency β(A) and index ind(A), by
α(A) := ∑t∈T dimkerWt(A),
β(A) := ∑t∈T dimcokerWt(A) and
ind(A) := α(A) − β(A).
Applying the well known properties of Fredholm operators and Proposition 16, it is not hard to
prove the following proposition.
Proposition 19. LetA ∈FT be Fredholm andB ∈FT . Then we have:
• If ‖B‖ is sufﬁciently small, then α(A+B) α(A), β(A+B) β(A) and ind(A+B) = ind(A).
• IfB ∈JT , then ind(A+B) = ind(A).
• IfB ∈FT is Fredholm, then ind(AB) = ind(A) + ind(B).
1.2.3. Stability of a sequenceA ∈FT
In what follows, letPt be uniform approximate identities for all t ∈ T .
Deﬁnition 20. A sequenceA = {An} ∈F is called stable, if there is an index n0 such that all operators
An, n n0 are invertible and supnn0 ‖A−1n ‖ < ∞.A is said to enjoy theP-dichotomy, if all operators
Wt(A) have thePt-dichotomy, that isWt(A) ∈D(Et ,Pt) for every t ∈ T .
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It iswell known, that a sequenceA ∈F is stable if and only if the cosetA+G is invertible inF/G.
Utilizing the higher structure of the given setting, namely the existence of Pt-strong limits Wt(A),
we can prove a stronger result.
Theorem 21. A sequence A ∈FT is stable and has the P-dichotomy if and only if A is a Fredholm
sequence and all Wt(A) (t ∈ T) are invertible. In particular,FT/G is inverse closed inF/G.
Proof. LetA = {An} ∈FT be stable and have theP-dichotomy. Then for large n, each t ∈ T and every
K ∈Kt , we have
‖E−tn (An)LtnK‖ =
‖E−tn (A−1n )Ltn‖
‖E−tn (A−1n )Ltn‖
‖E−tn (An)LtnK‖
1
‖E−tn (A−1n )Ltn‖
‖LtnK‖.
For n → ∞, we obtain
‖Wt(A)K‖ Ct‖K‖ and analogously ‖KWt(A)‖ Ct‖K‖
for each t ∈ T and every K ∈Kt , where Ct  1/(Mtct sup ‖A−1n ‖) > 0 is constant. Thus,Wt(A)must be
properlyPt-Fredholm (see Proposition 10). Suppose that the kernel ofWt(A) is not trivial. Then there
is a projection P ∈Kt , P /= 0 such that 0 = ‖Wt(A)P‖ Ct‖P‖ Ct , a contradiction. Thus Wt(A) is
injective. Analogously one shows that Wt(A) is surjective and hence invertible, due to the Banach
inverse mapping theorem. SinceA is stable, we know for large n and every K ∈Kt that
[E−tn (A−1n )Ltn − (Wt(A))−1]K
= E−tn (A−1n )[Ltn − E−tn (An)Ltn(Wt(A))−1]K + [Ltn − It ](Wt(A))−1K ,
where the right-hand side obviously converges to zero in the norm as n → ∞. In the same way we
get K[E−tn (A−1n )Ltn − (Wt(A))−1] → 0 in the norm. With the notation Bn := A−1n if An is invertible and
Bn := Ln otherwise,we obtain from this thePt-strong convergence of E−tn (Bn)Ltn to (Wt(A))−1 for every
t ∈ T and therefore {Bn} ∈FT . Moreover {Bn} +JT is the inverse ofA+JT . Thus,A is a Fredholm
sequence.
Conversely, let A = {An} be Fredholm and all Wt(A) be invertible. Then A has theP-dichotomy
since every invertible operator is properlyPt-Fredholm, and there are a sequence {Bn} ∈FT , operators
Ki ∈Kti (t1, . . ., tm ∈ T) as well as a sequence {Gn} ∈ G, such that (see Proposition 16)
BnAn = Ln +
m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
iL
ti
n ) + Gn
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈JT
.
Deﬁning B′n := Bn −
∑m
i=1 E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
i(Wti (A))−1Ltin ), we get {B′n} ∈F and
B′nAn = Ln + Gn +
m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
i(L
ti
n − (Wti (A))−1A(ti)n )︸ ︷︷ ︸
→0 in the norm
L
ti
n ) = Ln + G˜n,
with {G˜n} ∈ G. Thus, An is invertible from the left for sufﬁciently large n and hence invertible from both
sides since En is ﬁnite dimensional. Together with {B′n} ∈F this shows the stability ofA. 
This theoremdiscloses, that in the case of Fredholmsequences, the invertibility of all limit operators
Wt(A) ensures that also the sequence itself and the operators An are “sufﬁciently well invertible”.
In the subsequent sections we will treat the question, what consequences we have to expect on
the “almost-invertibility” of a sequence, if its limit operators are not longer invertible, but, i.e. still
Fredholm. For this we need a kind of measure for the “almost-invertibility” of the operators An andwe
will see that the approximation numbers (see (1)) provide a suitable tool.
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1.2.4. Systems of projections
For ﬁxed t ∈ T let Xt be an m-dimensional subspace of Et and Pt ∈Kt a Pt-compact projection
with imPt = Xt . We set P̂t := It − Pt and obtain
It − (It − Ltn)Pt = LtnPt + P̂t .
Since Pt ∈Kt , there is an nt ∈ N, such that ‖(It − Ltn)Pt‖, ‖Pt(It − Ltn)‖ < 1 for all n nt . Thus, for
n nt , we obtain the invertibility of It − (It − Ltn)Pt and moreover the inverses are
(It − (It − Ltn)Pt)−1 =
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)k ∈L(Et ,Pt).
This justiﬁes the following definition for n nt:
It = LtnPt
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Ptn
+ P̂t
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:̂Ptn
.
For these operators Ptn, P̂
t
n we have
P̂t P̂tn = P̂t P̂t
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)k = P̂t
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)k = P̂tn,
P̂tnP̂
t = P̂t
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)kP̂t = P̂t
(
It P̂t + 0
)
= P̂t and
P̂tnP̂
t
n = P̂tn (̂PtP̂tn) = (̂PtnP̂t )̂Ptn = P̂t P̂tn = P̂tn.
Due to the last equation, all P̂tn are projections, and from the ﬁrst and second equation we conclude
that imP̂tn = imP̂t . Thus, the operators Ptn ∈Kt are projections and dim imPtn = m. Moreover, we have
imPtn ⊂ imLtn and ﬁnally
‖Pt − Ptn‖ = ‖Pt − It + It − Ptn‖ = ‖P̂tn − P̂t‖
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥P̂t
∞∑
k=1
((It − Ltn)Pt)k
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ‖P̂t‖
( ‖(It − Ltn)Pt‖
1− ‖(It − Ltn)Pt‖
)
→ 0.
What have we shown?
For a givenm-dimensional subspace Xt ⊂ Et and a correspondingPt-compact projection Pt ∈Kt
wecan construct a uniformly bounded sequence (Ptn) of projections,whose ranges are of the dimension
m, are contained in imLtn, respectively, and approximate X
t in a sense (namely Ptn → Pt uniformly).
Now, applying the homomorphisms Etn, we can lift the compressions of these P
t
n to imL
t
n to a
sequence inFT . For this, we deﬁne for every n
Rtn := Etn(PtnLtn)
and obtain projections Rtn ∈L(En), respectively. It is easy to show, that dim imRtn = dim imPtn = m,
that {Rtn} is bounded, since
‖Rtn‖ = ‖Etn(PtnLtn)‖L(En)  ‖Etn‖‖PtnLtn‖L(imLtn)  Mt‖Ptn‖
and that {Rtn} ∈Jt:
‖Rtn − Etn(LtnPtLtn)‖ = ‖Etn(Ltn(Ptn − Pt)Ltn)‖ Mtct‖Ptn − Pt‖ → 0.
Deﬁnition 22. For t ∈ T let Xt be an m-dimensional subspace of Et and Pt ∈Kt a projection with
imPt = Xt . The system (Pt , P̂t , Ptn, P̂tn,Rtn) of operators (with n nt), which we can construct as above,
is called an Xt-corresponding system of projections.
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The following proposition shows that, applying such Xt-corresponding systems of projections,
certain properties of boundedness of the operatorsWt(A) can be devolved to the sequenceA.
Proposition 23. LetA = {An} ∈FT and Xt be an m-dimensional subspace of Et which possesses a cor-
responding system (Pt , P̂t , Ptn, P̂
t
n,R
t
n) of projections. Then
lim sup
n
‖AnRtn‖ Mt‖Wt(A)Pt‖,
lim sup
n
‖RtnAn‖ Mtct‖PtWt(A)‖.
Proof. From the above considerations we deduce that
‖AnRtn‖ = ‖AnEtn(PtnLtn)‖L(En) = ‖Etn(A(t)n PtnLtn)‖L(En)
 Mt‖A(t)n Ptn‖L(imLtn)  Mt
∥∥∥∥∥∥A(t)n Pt
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
 M
t
1− ‖(It − Ltn)Pt‖
‖A(t)n Pt‖ → Mt‖Wt(A)Pt‖,
since ‖A(t)n Pt‖ ‖Wt(A)Pt‖ + ‖(A(t)n −Wt(A))Pt‖, where the last term tends to 0 as n → ∞. Analo-
gously
‖RtnAn‖ Mt‖PtnA(t)n ‖L(imLtn)  Mtct
∥∥∥∥∥∥Pt
∞∑
k=0
((It − Ltn)Pt)kA(t)n
∥∥∥∥∥∥
= Mtct
∥∥∥∥∥∥
⎛
⎝ ∞∑
k=0
(Pt(It − Ltn))k
⎞
⎠ PtA(t)n
∥∥∥∥∥∥
 M
tct
1− ‖Pt(It − Ltn)‖
‖PtA(t)n ‖ → Mtct‖PtWt(A)‖. 
1.2.5. The approximation numbers forA ∈FT and the operators Wt(A)
Theorem 24. Let A = {An} ∈FT and t ∈ T such that Wt(A) is a proper Pt-Fredholm operator. Then
sk(An) → 0 for all k ∈ N with k  dimkerWt(A) or k  dimcokerWt(A) as n → ∞.
If for one t ∈ T the operator Wt(A) is properlyPt-deﬁcient then sk(An) → 0 for every k ∈ N.
Proof. LetXt ⊂ Et be anm-dimensional subspace and (Pt , P̂t , Ptn, P̂tn,Rtn) anXt-corresponding systemof
projections. Due to Proposition 23 we conclude for the mth approximation number of An (for n nt)
that
sm(An) = inf{‖An − F‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−m(En)}
 ‖An − An(Ln − Rtn)‖L(En) = ‖AnRtn‖
 M
t
1− ‖(It − Ltn)Pt‖
‖A(t)n Pt‖ → Mt‖Wt(A)Pt‖ and (5)
sm(An) = inf{‖An − F‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−m(En)}
 ‖An − (Ln − Rtn)An‖L(En) = ‖RtnAn‖
 M
tct
1− ‖Pt(It − Ltn)‖
‖PtA(t)n ‖ → Mtct‖PtWt(A)‖.
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If Wt(A) is properlyPt-Fredholm, then there are projections P, P′ ∈Kt such that imP = kerWt(A)
and kerP′ = imWt(A). From this we obtain systems of projections which correspond to kerWt(A) or
to a complement of imWt(A), respectively. In view of (6), this shows the ﬁrst assertion.
Now, suppose that Wt(A) is properlyPt-deﬁcient. Then for each k ∈ N and each  > 0 there is a
projection Q ∈Kt , rankQ  k such that ‖Wt(A)Q‖ <  or ‖QWt(A)‖ < . With Xt := imQ , Pt := Q
and due to the inequalities (6) we arrive at lim supnsk(An) = 0, since  can be chosen arbitrarily. 
Note that the inequalities (6) give us an estimate for the convergence speed of the approximation
numbers.
From Theorems 17, 24 and the subsequent two sections (see Propositions 27 and 28) we obtain an
important generalization of our stability result.
Theorem 25. LetA = {An} ∈FT have theP-dichotomy.
IfA is a Fredholm sequence then all operators Wt(A) are Fredholm operators, the number of the non-
invertible operators among them isﬁnite and theapproximationnumbers ofAn have thek-splitting-property
with k = α(A), i.e.
lim
n→∞ sα(A)(An) = 0 and lim infn→∞ sα(A)+1(An) > 0.
However, if one operator Wt(A) is not Fredholm, then limn→∞ sk(An) = 0 for every k ∈ N.
1.2.6. The α(A)th approximation numbers for Fredholm sequencesA
LetA = {An} ∈FT be a Fredholm sequence having theP-dichotomy. Due to Eq. (3)
BA = I+
m∑
i=1
{Etin (Ltin Kti Ltin )} +G
from Proposition 16, all operators Wt(A) with t ∈ T\{t1, . . ., tm} have a trivial kernel. Deﬁning the
numbers ki := dimkerWti (A) (i = 1, . . .,m) we see that
α(A) =
m∑
i=1
ki.
For each i = 1, . . .,m set Xi := kerWti (A) and let (Pi, P̂i, Pin, P̂in,Rin) be an Xi-corresponding system of
projections where, due to theP-dichotomy ofA, we can choose Pi ∈Kti .
For each i and every nmaxj ntj let {xni,l}
ki
l=1 denote a basis of imR
i
n, respectively, such that for
arbitrary scalars αn
i,j
the following hold:
|αni,p|
∥∥∥∥∥∥
ki∑
j=1
αni,jx
n
i,j
∥∥∥∥∥∥ for all p = 1, . . ., ki. (6)
It is a simple consequence of Auerbach’s Lemma (see [13, B.4.8]) that such a basis always exists.
In thenext propositionwe show for each sufﬁciently largen that, thanks to the separation condition,
all of these xn
i,l
are linearly independent. Inotherwords: the liftedprojectionsRin areessentiallydifferent
from each other and span a linear space of the dimension α(A).
Proposition 26. There exists a number N ∈ N, such that
|αj,k| γ
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
ki∑
l=1
αi,lx
n
i,l
∥∥∥∥∥∥ , where γ = 2 maxi=1,...,mMti‖Pi‖,
for all j = 1, . . .,m, k = 1, . . ., kj , n N and all scalars αi,l.
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Proof. Let i /= j. Due to the separation condition (II), since ‖Pjn − Pj‖ → 0 and Pj ∈Ktj , we have
‖RinRjn‖ = ‖Etin (PinLtin )E
tj
n (P
j
nL
tj
n )‖L(En)  Mtj‖E
−tj
n (E
ti
n (P
i
nL
ti
n ))P
j
nL
tj
n ‖ → 0.
Hence, for every  ∈ (0, 1), there exists a number N ∈ N such that
m∑
j=1,j /=i
kj‖RinRjn‖  and ‖Rin‖ Mti‖Pin‖ (1+ )Mti‖Pi‖ (7)
for all i = 1, . . .,m and n N.
Now let αi,l be arbitrary but ﬁxed scalars and i0, l0 be ﬁxed indices such that |αi0,l0 | = maxi,l |αi,l|.
Thanks to (6) and (7) we ﬁnd
‖Ri0n ‖
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
ki∑
l=1
αi,lx
n
i,l
∥∥∥∥∥∥ 
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
ki0∑
l=1
αi0,lR
i0
n x
n
i0,l
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥−
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1,i /=i0
ki∑
l=1
αi,lR
i0
n x
n
i,l
∥∥∥∥∥∥

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
ki0∑
l=1
αi0,lx
n
i0,l
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥−
m∑
i=1,i /=i0
ki∑
l=1
|αi,l|‖Ri0n Rinxni,l‖
 |αi0,l0 | − |αi0,l0 |
m∑
i=1,i /=i0
ki‖Ri0n Rin‖
 (1− )|αi0,l0 |.
Thus
|αj,k| |αi0,l0 |
‖Ri0n ‖
1− 
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
ki∑
l=1
αi,lx
n
i,l
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1+ 
1−  maxi
(
Mti‖Pi‖
)
·
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
ki∑
l=1
αi,lx
n
i,l
∥∥∥∥∥∥
for all n N, for all j = 1, . . .,m and all k = 1, . . ., kj . Choosing  = 1/3 gives the assertion. 
Nowwe are in a position to study the α(A)th approximation numbers for a Fredholm sequenceA.
Proposition 27. LetA = {An} ∈FT be a Fredholm sequence having theP-dichotomy. Then sα(A)(An) →
0 as n → ∞.
Proof. For each n N we introduce functionals f n
i,j
: span{xn
1,1
, . . ., xn
m,km
} → C by the rule
f ni,j
⎛
⎝ m∑
k=1
kk∑
l=1
αnk,lx
n
k,l
⎞
⎠ := αni,j , 1 i  m, 1 j  ki.
By the preceding proposition we have ‖f n
i,j
‖ γ . These functionals can be extended to the whole
Banach spaces En by the Hahn–Banach theorem such that f
n
i,j
∈ E∗n and ‖f ni,j‖ γ. Further, we denote by
Rn ∈L(En) the linear operators
Rnx :=
m∑
i=1
ki∑
j=1
f ni,j(x)x
n
i,j.
The operators Rn are projections of the rank α(A) and they are uniformly bounded with respect to n.
Moreover, since xn
i,j
= Rinxni,j , it follows that
‖AnRnx‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥An
m∑
i=1
ki∑
j=1
f ni,j(x)x
n
i,j
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
ki∑
j=1
|f ni,j(x)|‖AnRinxni,j‖
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
m∑
i=1
ki∑
j=1
γ ‖x‖‖AnRin‖‖xni,j‖ = γ ‖x‖
m∑
i=1
ki‖AnRin‖
for any x ∈ En. Since, for each i, ‖AnRin‖ → 0 (see Proposition 23) we deduce
sα(A)(An) = inf{‖An − F‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−α(A)(En)}
 ‖An − An(Ln − Rn)‖L(En)
= ‖AnRn‖ γ
m∑
i=1
ki‖AnRin‖ → 0. 
Note that these inequalities and Proposition 23 give us an estimate for the convergence speed of
the approximation numbers: (n N)
sα(A)(An) 2 max
i=1,...,m
(
Mti‖Pi‖
)
·
m∑
i=1
Mtiki
1− ‖(Iti − Ltin )Pi‖
‖A(ti)n Pi‖ const
m∑
i=1
‖A(ti)n Pi‖ → 0. (8)
Starting with Eq. (4) instead of (3) and considering systems of projections that correspond to the
cokernels, that is to complements of the images, one can analogously prove the assertion of this
proposition for sβ(A)(An). (For this, we extend the functionals f
n
i,j
by f n
i,j
◦ Rin and not by Hahn–Banach).
1.2.7. The α(A) + 1-st approximation numbers for Fredholm sequencesA
Proposition 28. LetA = {An} ∈FT be a Fredholm sequence which has theP-dichotomy. Then
lim inf
n
sα(A)+1(An) > 0.
Proof. Due to Eq. (3)
BA = I+
m∑
i=1
{Etin (Ltin Kti Ltin )} +G
fromProposition 16, all operatorsWt(A) are Fredholmoperators and in case t ∈ T\{t1, . . ., tm} the oper-
ator Wt(A) has a trivial kernel. Moreover, for every i = 1, . . .,m, Proposition 10 provides an operator
Bi ∈L(Eti ,Pti ) such that Pi := Iti − BiWti (A) ∈Kti is a projection onto the kernel ofWti (A). Deﬁne
P̂i := Iti − Pi and furthermore, for every n ∈ N:
Dn := Bn −
m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
tiBiL
ti
n ),
where {Bn} = B. It’s obvious that {Dn} ∈FT and due to thePti -strong convergence of A(ti)n we see that
‖Etin (Ltin KtiBiLtin )An − Etin (Ltin Kti P̂iLtin )‖ = ‖Etin (Ltin KtiBi(A(ti)n −Wti (A))Ltin )‖ → 0
for all i, i.e.
{∑m
i=1 E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
tiBiL
ti
n )An −
∑m
i=1 E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
ti P̂iL
ti
n )
}
∈ G.
Thus
DnAn = BnAn −
m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
tiBiL
ti
n )An
= Ln +
m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
ti L
ti
n ) −
m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
ti P̂iL
ti
n ) + Hn
= Ln +
m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
ti PiL
ti
n ) + Hn
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with {Hn} ∈ G. Since dim imPi = dimkerWti (A) for all i, we have
dim im
⎛
⎝ m∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
ti PiL
ti
n )
⎞
⎠ α(A).
For sufﬁciently large nwe have ‖Hn‖ < 1/2 and, applying (2), it follows:
1
2
 (‖(Ln + Hn)−1‖L(En))−1 = s1(Ln + Hn)
= inf{‖Ln + Hn − F‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−1(En)}
 inf{‖Ln + Hn − F +
l∑
i=1
E
ti
n (L
ti
n K
ti PiL
ti
n )‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−α(A)−1(En)}
= inf{‖DnAn − F‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−α(A)−1(En)}
 inf{‖DnAn − DnF‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−α(A)−1(En)}
 ‖Dn‖L(En) inf{‖An − F‖L(En) : F ∈FdimEn−α(A)−1(En)}
 ‖{Dn}‖sα(A)+1(An). 
Starting with Eq. (4) and considering the cokernels, one can analogously prove that
lim inf
n
sβ(A)+1(An) > 0.
Theorem 29. The index of a Fredholm sequence having theP-dichotomy is equal to zero.
Proof. The previous considerations and remarks show that sα(A)(An) → 0 as well as lim infn sβ(A)+1
(An) > 0, hence α(A) β(A). Similarly, we ﬁnd sβ(A)(An) → 0 and lim infn sα(A)+1(An) > 0, hence
α(A) β(A). This proves the assertion. 
1.2.8. A general notion of Fredholm sequences
The notion of Fredholmness (ormore precisely, theJT -Fredholmproperty) for structured operator
sequencesA ∈FT as it was introduced in the preceding sections, depends on the underlying setting
FT andJT . On the one hand, it is convenient to work in this context because there we can describe
the Fredholm properties of a sequenceA quite well in terms of Fredholm properties of its snapshots
Wt(A). On the other hand, the main disadvantage lies in the fact that a sequence which is Fredholm
in one setting does not need to be Fredholm in another setting. For an example see Section 2.4.5.
Thus, in what follows, we introduce a “universal” Fredholm property for the larger framework
of all bounded operator sequences inF. This approach has been extensively studied in the case of
C∗-algebras by Roch in [21].
Deﬁnition 30. A sequence {Kn} ∈F is said to be of uniformly bounded rank if
sup
n
rankKn < ∞.
LetI denote the closure of the set of all sequences of uniformly bounded rank. The elements ofI are
referred to as compact sequences.
To avoid the degenerated caseI =F we assume that lim supn dimEn = ∞. Then one can easily
check thatI forms a proper closed two-sided ideal inFwhich containsG, and that a stable sequence
A ∈F is never compact.
Deﬁnition 31. Now we are in a position to introduce a class of Fredholm sequences by calling A =
{An} ∈F Fredholm ifA+I is invertible inF/I.
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Evidently, we have
• Stable sequences are Fredholm.
• Products of Fredholm sequences are Fredholm.
• The sum of a Fredholm sequence and a compact sequence is Fredholm.
• The set of all Fredholm sequences is open inF.
• If {An} is Fredholm, then {A∗n} is of Fredholm type.
For an equivalent characterization of Fredholm sequences we need the following technical propo-
sition.
Proposition 32. Let X be an m-dimensional normed space and A ∈L(X). For each l ∈ {1, . . .,m} there is
an (m− l + 1)-dimensional subspace Xl ⊂ X such that
inf
x∈Xl ,‖x‖=1
‖Ax‖ sl(A)
l2l! .
Proof. Set P0 := 0. For k = 1, . . . ,mwe gradually choose xk ∈ im(I − Pk−1) with ‖xk‖ = 1 such that
ck := ‖Axk‖ = min
x∈im(I−Pk−1),‖x‖=1
‖Ax‖,
as well as projections Pk onto span{x1, . . . , xk} of the norm ‖Pk‖ k, respectively. It is a simple con-
sequence of Auerbach’s Lemma (see [13], B.4.8) that such a projection always exists. Then ‖AP1‖ = c1
and for every k
‖APk‖ ‖A(I − Pk−1)Pk‖ + ‖APk−1Pk‖
 ck‖I − Pk−1‖‖Pk‖ + ‖Pk‖‖APk−1‖
 ckk2 + k‖APk−1‖
 ckk2 + k[ck−1(k − 1)2 + (k − 1)‖APk−2‖] · · ·
 ckk2 + ck−1k(k − 1)2 + ck−2k(k − 1)(k − 2)2 + · · · + c1k!
since im(I − Pk−1)Pk = span{xk}. From ck  ck−1 for every k we conclude
l(A) = inf{‖A− F‖ : dimkerF  l} ‖A− A(I − Pl)‖ = ‖APl‖ cll2l! 
Deﬁnition 33. LetA = {An} ∈F. If there is a ﬁnite number α ∈ Z+ with
lim inf
n→∞ sα(An) = 0 and lim infn→∞ sα+1(An) > 0,
then this number is called the α-number ofA and it is denoted by α(A).
Theorem 34. LetA = {An} ∈F. Then the following are equivalent.
1. A is Fredholm.
2. There is a sequenceB ∈F such thatBA− I is of uniformly bounded rank.
3. A has an α-number.
Proof. LetA be Fredholm. Then there are sequencesD,H,G ∈FwhereH is of uniformly bounded
rank and ‖G‖ < 1/2, such thatDA = I+H+G. Since I+G is invertible, we can deﬁne sequences
B := (I+G)−1D andK := (I+G)−1H and obtainBA− I = K. Thus (1) implies (2).
Now let {Kn} = {Bn}{An} − I with k := supn rankKn < ∞. For each n we can introduce a projection
Rn with kernel of dimension k and norm ‖Rn‖ k + 1 such that RnKn = 0. Then {Rn}{Bn}{An} = {Rn}.
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Moreover, for each nwe observe that sk+1(Rn) 1, because otherwise there would exist an operator F
withdimkerF  k + 1and‖Rn − F‖ < 1,henceLn − Rn + Fwouldbe invertible. Since rank(Ln − Rn) = k
this is a contradiction. Thus
1 sk+1(Rn) = inf{‖Rn − F‖ : dimkerF  k + 1}
= inf{‖RnBnAn − F‖ : dimkerF  k + 1}
 inf{‖RnBnAn − RnBnF‖ : dimkerF  k + 1}
 ‖Rn‖‖Bn‖sk+1(An)
and Assertion (3) easily follows.
Finally, let α = α(A) be the α-number ofA = {An} andN ∈ N such that sα(An) c > 0 for all n N.
Due to Proposition 32 there is a constant C > 0 and a sequence {Rn} ∈F of projections Rn with kernel
of dimension α and
inf
x∈imRn ,‖x‖=1
‖Anx‖ C
for all n N. We consider the compressions An|imRn of An to imRn which are injective for n N, hence
we can chooseprojections Sn onto im(An|imRn )with kernel of thedimensionα such that {Sn} is bounded,
the operators An|imRn : imRn → imSn are invertible for n N and their inverses A(−1)n are (uniformly)
bounded by C. For the operators Bn := RnA(−1)n Sn we see that
AnBn = AnRnA(−1)n Sn = AnA(−1)n Sn
= Sn,
BnAn = BnAnRn + BnAn(Ln − Rn) = RnA(−1)n SnAnRn + BnAn(Ln − Rn)
= Rn + BnAn(Ln − Rn).
This proves the Fredholmness ofA = {An}. 
Corollary 35. Let A = {An} ∈F be a Fredholm sequence, E be a Banach space, P = (Pn) ⊂L(E) be a
uniform approximate identity, (En) be a sequence of isomorphisms
En :L(imPn) →L(En),
such that Condition (I) is in force, and suppose that the sequence (En(An)Pn) converges P-strongly to an
operator A ∈D(E,P). Then A is Fredholm.
Proof. The assertion immediately results from the observation that if A is properlyP-deﬁcient then
A does not have an α-number (see Theorem 24). 
Now we return to structured sequencesA ∈FT . Since the k-splitting-property ofA implies that
α(A) = k, we obtain the following observation.
Corollary 36. IfA ∈FT isJT -Fredholm and has theP-dichotomy, thenA is a Fredholm sequence inF,
that isA is invertible moduloI. Moreover, the numbers α(A) in the Definitions 18 and 33 are consistent.
1.3. Localization
LetA be a unital Banach algebra. The center cenA ofA is the set of all elements x ∈A with
the property that xa = ax for all a ∈A. LetC be a closed subalgebra of cenA containing the identity.
Further, letMC denote themaximal ideal space ofC. If i ∈MC is amaximal ideal, thenJi will denote
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the smallest closed (two-sided) ideal ofA containing i, andi the quotient mappingA→A/Ji. In
caseJi =A for one i we deﬁne thati(a) is invertible inA/Ji for each a ∈A.
Theorem 37 [17, Theorem 2.3.16]. A ∈A is invertible if and only ifi(A) is invertible inA/Ji for every
i ∈MC.
2. Finite sections of band-dominated operators
In this section we illustrate the results of this paper by an interesting example.
2.1. Function spaces on ZK
Let K ,N be positive integers and p 1. Then we denote by lp = lp(ZK ,CN) the Banach space of all
functions f : ZK → CN such that
‖f ‖p
lp
:=
∑
x∈ZK
‖f (x)‖pp < ∞ where ‖z‖pp = ‖(zi)Ni=1‖pp :=
N∑
i=1
|zi|p.
Further, let l∞ = l∞(ZK ,CN) denote the Banach space of all functions f with
‖f ‖l∞ := sup
x∈ZK
‖f (x)‖∞ < ∞ where ‖z‖∞ = ‖(zi)Ni=1‖∞ := max
i=1...N
|zi|.
l0 = l0(ZK ,CN) refers to the closed subspace of all functions f ∈ l∞ with
lim‖x‖→∞‖f (x)‖∞ = 0.
For 1 p < ∞ the dual space of lp can be identiﬁed with lq where 1/p+ 1/q = 1 and the dual space
of l0 is isomorphic to l1.
Finally let l
∞,p
N×N = l∞,p(ZK ,CN×N) (for p ∈ {0} ∪ [1,∞]) denote the Banach algebra of all matrix-
valued functions a : ZK → CN×N with
‖a‖l∞,p
N×N
:= sup
x∈ZK
‖a(x)‖
L(CN ,‖·‖p) < ∞.
Every function a ∈ l∞,pN×N gives rise to an operator aI ∈L(lp) (a so called multiplication operator) via
(af )(x) = a(x)f (x), x ∈ ZK .
Evidently, ‖aI‖L(lp) = ‖a‖l∞,p
N×N
. By this means, the functions in l∞(ZK ,C) induce multiplication opera-
tors as well.
2.2. Band-dominated operators and limit operators
For every subset F ⊂ RK letχF denote the characteristic functionof F and for a function f : RK → CN
let fˆ denote the restriction of f to ZK .
Band-dominated operators. A band operator A is a ﬁnite sum of the form A = ∑α aαVα , where α ∈ ZK ,
aα ∈ l∞,pN×N and Vα denotes the shift operator
(Vα f )(x) = f (x − α), x ∈ ZK .
An operator is called band-dominated if it is the uniform limit of a sequence of band operators. Denote
the class of all band-dominated operators byAlp .
Let  ⊂ RK be a compact and convex polytope with vertices in ZK and suppose that 0 ∈ ZK is an
inner point of. Further, let
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χm(x) := χ
(
x
m
)
and Lm := χˆmI (m ∈ N).
Obviously, all Lm ∈L(lp) are projections with ‖Lm‖ = 1 and P := (Ln)n∈N is a uniform approximate
identity.
Here is a collection of important properties of band-dominated operators:
Theorem 38 (see [17, Proposition 2.1.7ff]).
•Alp ⊂L(lp,P) ⊂L(lp) are closed algebras.
•Alp is inverse closed inL(lp).
• The setK :=K(lp,P) of allP-compact operators is a closed ideal inAlp .
•Alp/K is inverse closed in the quotient algebraL(lp,P)/K.
Theorem 39 (see [17, Theorem 2.1.6]). Let A ∈L(lp,P). A is band-dominated if and only if, for every
 > 0, there exists an M, such that whenever F ,G are subsets of ZK with
dist(F ,G) := inf{‖x − y‖ : x ∈ F , y ∈ G} > M,
then ‖χˆFAχˆGI‖L(lp) < .
Proposition 40 (Duality). For p = 0 let q = 1, and for 1 p < ∞ let 1 < q∞ such that 1/p+ 1/q = 1,
respectively. Then (K(lp,P))∗ =K(lq,P) and (Alp )∗ =Alq .
A sequence (An) ⊂Alp convergesP-strongly to anoperator A ∈Alp if andonly if (A∗n) ⊂Alq converges
P-strongly to A∗ ∈Alq .
Proof. The relations (K(lp,P))∗ =K(lq,P∗) and (L(lp,P))∗ ⊂L(lq,P∗), as well as the duality of
P-strong convergence andP∗-strong convergence were already mentioned in Section 1.1. Moreover,
P∗ =P in the sense of the identiﬁcation (lp)∗ = lq.
Let a ∈ l∞,pN×N and z ∈ ZK . Then (aVz)∗ = V∗z a∗I∗ = bˆV−z where b is given by b(x) = a∗(x + z). Thus, the
adjoint A∗ of a band operator A is a band operator again, and for every band operator B there is a so
called preadjoint band operator (∗B)with (∗B)∗ = B. Since passing to adjoints is an isometry, we obtain
this for band-dominated operators as well. Thus (Alp )
∗ =Alq . 
Limit operators. Let A ∈L(lp,P) and h = (hn)n∈N ⊂ ZK be a sequence tending to inﬁnity, i.e. ‖hn‖ → ∞
as n → ∞. The operator Ah is called limit operator of Awith respect to h if
V−hnAVhn → Ah P− strongly.
The set σ(A) of all limit operators of A is called the operator spectrum of A.
We will see, that limit operators are a very important tool for the examination of band-dominated
operators. As a ﬁrst remarkable result there is the following characterization of Fredholm band-dom-
inated operators:
Theorem 41. Each band-dominated operator A ∈Alp has theP-dichotomy and the following are equiv-
alent:
(1) A is Fredholm.
(2) A isP-Fredholm.
(3) A is properlyP-Fredholm.
(4) There exists a regularizer B ∈Alp such that P := I − BA ∈K and P′ := I − AB ∈K are projections
with imP = kerA and kerP′ = imA.
(5) All limit operators of A are invertible and their inverses are uniformly bounded, i.e.
sup{‖(Ah)−1‖ : Ah ∈ σ(A)} < ∞.
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Proof. The sequences (Ln) and (L
∗
n) converge strongly to the identity for each p ∈ {0} ∪ (1,∞), hence
Remark 11 yields the P-dichotomy of the operators inAlp in these cases. SinceAl1 = (Al0 )∗ and
Al∞ = (Al1 )∗ Proposition 10 shows thatAlp ⊂D(lp,P) for all p ∈ {0} ∪ [1,∞] and furthermore that
theAssertions (1) to (4) are equivalent, sinceAlp/K is inverse closed inL(l
p,P)/K. The equivalence
of (2) and (5) is due to [17, Theorem 2.2.1.] or [12, Theorem 1 and Proposition 2.10]. 
Proposition 42. Let A be a Fredholm band-dominated operator, B be a regularizer of A, i.e. AB − I,BA− I ∈
K, and h = (hn) be a sequence tending to inﬁnity, such that the limit operator Ah of A exists. Then the limit
operator of B with respect to h exists too, and equals (Ah)
−1.
Proof. The operator Ah is invertible due to Theorem 41. Since BA− I = K ∈Kwe deduce that
V−hnBVhn − (Ah)−1
= V−hnBVhn (I − V−hnAVhn (Ah)−1) + V−hnKVhn (Ah)−1
= V−hnBVhn (Ah − V−hnAVhn )(Ah)−1 + V−hnKVhn (Ah)−1
and hence ‖(V−hnBVhn − (Ah)−1)J‖ → 0 for every J ∈K. Analogously, we can show that ‖J(V−hnBVhn −
(Ah)
−1)‖ → 0 and obtain theP-strong convergence of V−hnBVhn to (Ah)−1. 
Proposition 43 (Strong convergence). Let p /= ∞, A ∈Alp and h be a sequence tending to inﬁnity. The
operator sequence (An) := (V−hnAVhn ) convergesP-strongly to the limit operator Ah, if and only if it con-
verges strongly.
Proof. In view of Remark 11 we only have to consider strongly convergent sequences (An) in case
p = 1. Obviously, ‖(An − Ah)Lm‖ → 0 for every Lm (which is compact) and it remains to show that
‖Lm(An − Ah)‖ → 0. For this, we ﬁx Lm and  > 0. Theorem 39 yields an lwith ‖Lm(An − Ah)(I − Ll)‖ < 
for all n. Together with
‖Lm(An − Ah)‖ ‖Lm(An − Ah)Ll‖ + ‖Lm(An − Ah)(I − Ll)‖
and the observation that the ﬁrst summand tends to zero as n → ∞, due to the compactness of Ll , this
proves theP-strong convergence of (An). 
Remark 44. Let ′ ⊂ RK be another compact and convex polytope with vertices in ZK and 0 as its
inner point and letP′ = (L′n) denote the corresponding approximate projection. Then
lim
n→∞ LmL
′
n = limn→∞ L
′
nLm = Lm and limn→∞ LnL
′
m = limn→∞ L
′
mLn = L′m.
ThereforeP andP′ are said to be equivalent and [17], Lemma1.1.10 tells us thatK(lp,P) =K(lp,P′).
Thus,L(lp,P) =L(lp,P′) and the notationsP-Fredholmness,P′-Fredholmness andP-strong con-
vergence,P′-strong convergence coincide. This shows that the properties of band-dominated opera-
tors or operator sequences do not depend on the concrete choice of.
Finally, we know that the operator spectrum ofP-compact operators is trivial.
Proposition 45 ([17, Proposition 1.2.6]). σ(K) = {0} for each K ∈K.
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2.3. Finite sections of band-dominated operators
2.3.1. Definitions
Let x ∈ \{0}. Then we can write x as a convex linear combination of the vertices (extreme points)
uk of (Krein–Milman theorem):
x =
∑
i
αiui, αi  0,
∑
i
αi = 1.
We choose an i0 such that αi0 /= 0. Then we denote by [α] the integer part of the real α and for each
n ∈ Nwe set
xn :=
∑
i,i /=i0
[nαi]ui +
⎛
⎝n− ∑
i,i /=i0
[nαi]
⎞
⎠ui0 .
Obviously xn ∈ ZK for every n ∈ N and ‖nx − xn‖ is uniformly bounded with respect to n and x, thus
nx and xn are at close quarters. In fact, the sequences (nx) and (xn) both tend into the direction of
x
‖x‖2
in the sense of Section 2.3.1. in [17]. For x = 0 we put xn := 0.
The boundary δ of  consists of a ﬁnite number of (K − 1)-dimensional polytopes Pj . To each of
these polytopes we can assign a uniquely determined K-dimensional half space Hj as follows: Pj ⊂ δHj
and 0 is an inner point of Hj . In what follows, we assume that Hj /= Hk whenever j /= k. Finally, we set
H0
j
:= Hj − uj , where uj is a vertex of Pj . According to the considered theory above, we introduce
En := imLn, T := δ ∪ {0}, Kx := ∩j:x∈δHjH0j , Ix := χˆKx I
and furthermore, for every x ∈ δ and every n ∈ N
E0 := lp(ZK ,CN) L0n := Ln
E0n :L(imL0n) →L(En),B → B
Ex := imIx Lxn := V−xnLnVxn
Exn :L(imLxn) →L(En),B → VxnBV−xn .
It is easy to check that for each x ∈ T the following holds:
• Ex is a Banach space.
• The setKx :=K(Ex ,Px) equals {IxKIx : K ∈K(lp,P)} ⊂K(Ex). In case p /∈ {0,∞} the equality
Kx =K(Ex) is satisﬁed.
• Lxm ∈L(Ex) are projections of norm 1 and Lxn → Ix strongly if p /= ∞.
• Px := (Lxn)n∈N is a uniform approximate identity.
• Exn are surjective isometries, in particular Condition (I) is fulﬁlled.
We note, that the setsKx do not depend on the concrete choice of , which can be seen as in
Remark 44, hence the notions ofPx-Fredholmness andPx-strong convergence are consistent, too.
The general theory now provides the sequence algebrasF andFT , as well as the ideals G and
JT . Utilizing the results of Section 1.2 we want to study the ﬁnite sections {LnALn} of band-dom-
inated operators A. For this, we certainly require the existence of the limit operators Wx{LnALn} =
P limVxnAV−xn that do not exist for general band-dominated operators. Obviously, the shape of the
spaces En, the transformations E
x
n and the arising limit operators now depend on . Therefore, we
will restrict our considerations to appropriate subclasses of band-dominated operators, whichwewill
introduce next.
2.3.2. Algebras of band-dominated operators
In what follows we deﬁne a subclass of band-dominated operators A which can, roughly spoken,
be lifted to sequences {Exn(LxnALxn)} in an appropriate algebra for which the techniques of Section 1.2
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are applicable. More precisely, these sequences need to possess all required limit operators. Moreover,
these limit operators as well as their inverses or regularizers, if they exist, should be of the same kind.
Deﬁnition 46. For every x ∈ T letAxlp denote the set of all band-dominated operators A ∈Alp with
the property that for everym ∈ N, y0 := x and arbitrary y1, y2, . . ., ym ∈ T the following limit operators
exist
Ayi :=Plimn→∞ V−yinVyi−1n Ayi−1V−yi−1n Vyin (i = 1, . . .,m). (9)
Notice, that Ayi is the limit operator of Ayi−1 with respect to the sequence (y
i
n − yi−1n ).
Proposition 47. Let x ∈ T and A ∈Axlp . Then
•Axlp is a closed subalgebra ofAlp , containing the idealK as well as the operators I and Ix.
•Axlp is inverse closed inAlp ,L(lp,P) andL(lp).
•Axlp/K is inverse closed inAlp/K andL(lp,P)/K.
• Let y ∈ T . Then Ay ∈Aylp .
Proof. For A,B ∈Axlp and α,β ∈ Cwe have
(αA+ βB)yi = αAyi + βByi , (AB)yi = AyiByi ,
due to Theorem 8. ThereforeAxlp is an algebra. Let (Ak) ⊂Axlp be a Cauchy sequence and A ∈Alp its
limit. Again from Theorem 8, we know that ((Ak)y1 ) is a Cauchy sequence. Thus, there exists a band-
dominated operator Ay1 such that (Ak)y1 →k Ay1 and moreover V−y1nVxnAV−xnVy1n → Ay1 P-strongly.
Iterating this idea, we obtain operators Ayi for all i and hence A ∈Axlp . This proves the closedness of
Axlp . I, I
x ∈Axlp is obvious and due to Proposition 45 we haveK ⊂Axlp . Thus, the ﬁrst assertion is
proved.
LetA ∈Axlp beaFredholmoperator andB a regularizerofA.B is band-dominated, sinceAlp/K is in-
verse closed inL(lp,P)/K. Due toProposition42 theP-strong limit of the sequenceV−ynVxnBV−xnVyn
exists and equals (Ay)
−1 for each y ∈ T , y /= x. This is particularly true if A is invertible with B = A−1.
Iterating this argument to all limit operators (9) of B leads to B ∈Axlp and shows the inverse closedness
ofAxlp andA
x
lp/K.
Ay ∈Aylp is an immediate consequence from the definition. 
To be able to consider the liftings {Exn(LxnALxn)} of band-dominated operators A, we actually need
algebras of operators acting on Ex:
Deﬁnition 48. For every x ∈ T , letBxlp denote the set of the restrictions of all operators inAxlp to the
space Ex , i.e.
Bxlp := {IxAIx|Ex : A ∈Axlp } ⊂L(Ex ,Px).
Corollary 49. Bxlp is a Banach algebra of operators on E
x containing the identity Ix and the idealKx , and
Bxlp is inverse closed inL(l
p). Moreover,Bxlp/K
x
is inverse closed inL(Ex ,Px)/Kx.
Proof. Obviously, Bxlp is a closed algebra with the identity I
x which contains the ideal Kx . Let B
be the inverse (or a regularizer) of A ∈Bxlp , respectively. Then IxBIx + (I − Ix) ∈Alp is the inverse (a
regularizer) of IxAIx + (I − Ix) ∈Axlp , thus IxBIx + (I − Ix) ∈Axlp , that is B ∈Bxlp . 
Continuous coefﬁcients. Here we consider the set C(R
K
,CN×N) of all continuous functions a :
RK → CN×N , such that the following limits exist uniformly with respect to η:
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a∞(η) := lim
t→∞ a(tη), η ∈ S
K−1
,
whereSK−1 denotes the unit sphere inRK .
Let Alp (C) denote the smallest closed subalgebra of Alp containing the sets {Vα : α ∈ ZK } and
{aˆI : a ∈ C(RK ,CN×N)}.
Proposition 50. Alp (C) is a closed subalgebra ofA
x
lp for every x ∈ T . In particular,Alp (C) ⊂B0lp =A0lp .
Proof. For α ∈ ZK and A = Vα , it’s clear, that A ∈Axlp .
Let x, y ∈ T and x /= y, a ∈ C(RK ,CN×N) be given andA = aˆI.Wewant to show, that the limit operator
Ay =P− limV−ynVxnAV−xnVyn exists andequalsa∞(η)I,whereη := y−x‖y−x‖ . For thiswedeﬁnea sequence
(an) of functions an by an : z → a(z + yn − xn). The sequences (an(z)) converge to a∞(η) for every ﬁxed
z ∈ ZK , due to the continuity of a. Thus,
lim
n→∞‖(aˆnI − a
∞(η)I)Lm‖ = 0
for every Lm. Since the multiplication operators (aˆnI − a∞(η)I) and Lm commute, the P-strong con-
vergence of (aˆnI) to a
∞(η)I is proven. Thanks to aˆnI = V−ynVxn aˆIV−xnVyn it is now easy to see, that all
generators ofAlp (C) are contained inA
x
lp . 
ForA = ∑l aˆlVl (al ∈ C(RK ,CN×N))wehaveAy = ∑l a∞l (η)Vl , and it easily follows, that all limit oper-
ators Ay (y /= x) of operators A ∈Alp (C) ⊂Axlp are shift-invariant, that is Ay = V−αAyVα for arbitrary
α ∈ ZK . The set of all shift-invariant band-dominated operators will be denoted byAlp (C).
Half spaces and cones. Let Iδ denote the set of all points in δ which are relatively inner points of
Pj with respect to Hj for one j (where Pj ,Hj are as in Section 2.3.1). ByH we denote the set of all
closed half spacesH ⊂ RK , such that δH is a (K − 1)-dimensional linear space and does not contain any
point fromIδ. For H ∈H let χH denote the characteristic function of H and PH := χˆHI the related
projection.
Proposition 51. Let H ∈H. Then PH ∈Axlp whenever x ∈ T ∩ δH. In particular, PH ∈B0lp =A0lp .
Proof. Let x = 0 and y ∈ T . We have to distinguish between different cases: y ∈ intH, y /∈ H or y ∈ δH.
It is easy to check that the operators V−ynPHVyn converge P-strongly to I or 0 for y ∈ intH or y /∈ H,
respectively. The case y = 0 is trivial. For y ∈ δH, y /= 0 we have, due to the definition of  and H,
that y ∈ Pj ∩ Pk ⊂ δH with some j /= k and every representation of y as a convex linear combination of
vertices of only contains vertices in Pj ∩ Pk ⊂ δH. Hence, yn ∈ δH and consequently V−ynPHVyn = PH
for every n. This proves (PH)y = PH .
For arbitrary x ∈ T ∩ δH we note that VxnPHV−xn = PH and obtain again
(PH)y =
⎧⎨
⎩
PH if y ∈ δH
I if y ∈ intH
0 if y /∈ H.
(10)
Now the assertion easily follows. 
Remark 52. As an explanation for the above definition of the appropriate half spaces H ∈H we
consider the case K = 3. In this situation the definition just means, that δH intersects the boundary of
 only in its edges and vertices.
Thus, we can consider band-dominated operators on half spaces and, by combination of different
half spaces, on cones. Moreover we can compose the restrictions ofAlp (C)-operators to cones. Note
thatAlp (C) is independent of the choice of , but there is a close relation between  and the half
spaces inH.
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2.3.3. The sequence algebraFBlp
The sequences Exn{LxnALxn} with A ∈Bxlp are good candidates to be generators of an appropriate
sequence algebra which allows us to apply the general theory. In fact, we will need some more
sequences.
Deﬁnition 53. Let g ∈ C() be a continuous complex valued function on. By the functions gn(x) :=
g( xn ) we deﬁne an operator sequence {LngˆnLn} ∈F and we denote by C the set of all such sequences
arising from continuous complex valued functions.
Proposition 54. Let {LngˆnLn} ∈ C and x ∈ . ThenP− limV−xn gˆnLnVxn exists for all x ∈  and equals
g(x)Ix , respectively, where Ix := I for x ∈ int.
Proof. We have V−xn gˆnLnVxn = fˆnV−xnLnVxn with fn(y) := g
(
y+xn
n
)
. Obviously, fn(y) converges to g(x)
as n → ∞ for every ﬁxed y ∈ ZK , due to the continuity of g. Thus, ‖(V−xn gˆnLnVxn − g(x)Ix)Lm‖ → 0 for
every Lm and also ‖Lm(V−xn gˆnLnVxn − g(x)Ix)‖ → 0, since these operators commute. This proves the
P-strong convergence. 
We recall some notations from Section 1.2: F denotes the Banach algebra of all bounded se-
quencesA = {An} of bounded linear operators An ∈L(En), andFT denotes the closed subalgebra of
all sequencesA ∈F for which there exist operatorsWx(A) ∈L(Ex ,Px) for all x ∈ T , such that
E−xn (An)Lxn → Wx(A) Pxstrongly.
Condition (I) and, due to Proposition 45, also Condition (II) are fulﬁlled. The sets
G := {{Gn} : ‖Gn‖ → 0},
J =JT := clos span{{Exn(LxnKLxn)}, {Gn} : x ∈ T ,K ∈Kx , {Gn} ∈ G}
are closed ideals inFT and a sequenceA ∈FT is calledJ-Fredholm sequence ifA+J is invertible
inFT/J.
Deﬁnition 55. LetFBlp denote the smallest closed subalgebra ofF, containing all sequences of the
form {Exn(LxnALxn)} with x ∈ T and A ∈Bxlp , as well as all sequences from C andG.
It is clear, that forA ∈FBlp all limit operatorsWx(A) exist and are contained inB
x
lp , respectively,
henceFBlp ⊂F
T
. Moreover, the ideals G andJ are contained inFBlp and all sequences inFBlp
have theP-dichotomy (see Theorem 41). With the help of Proposition 43 it is easy to see that in case
p /= ∞ theP-strong convergence to the limit operators is just the strong convergence.
2.3.4. Localization and a ﬁnite section algebraFAlp (C)
For everyJ-Fredholm sequence we obtain the Fredholm property of all its limit operators from
Theorem 17. The aim of this section is to determine an appropriate subalgebra ofFBlp , for which the
converse is true, namely that a sequenceA isJ-Fredholm, if allWx(A) are Fredholm.
Proposition 56. The set C
J
 of all {LngˆnLn} +J with {LngˆnLn} ∈ C is a C∗-subalgebra of the center of
FJBlp
:=FBlp /J, and C
J
 is isometrically ∗-isomorphic to C().
Proof. At ﬁrst, we have to show, that the elements of C
J
 commute with all elements ofF
J
Blp
. For this
we prove that the commutators
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{LngˆnLn}{Exn(LxnALxn)} − {Exn(LxnALxn)}{LngˆnLn}
= {LngˆnLnVxnAV−xnLn − LnVxnAV−xnLngˆnLn}
= {Ln(gˆnLnVxnAV−xn − VxnAV−xn gˆn)Ln}
are in G for all x ∈ T , A ∈Alp and {LngˆnLn} ∈ C. SinceAlp is generated by multiplication operators
and shifts, it sufﬁces to consider the operators A = aI and A = Vy, where a ∈ l∞,pN×N and y ∈ ZK . In the
ﬁrst case we obviously have gˆnVxnaV−xn = VxnaV−xn gˆn and for A = Vy we consider
Ln(gˆnLnVxnVyV−xn − VxnVyV−xn gˆn)Ln
= Ln(gˆnLnVy − Vygˆn)Ln
= Ln(gˆnLn − VygˆnLnV−y)VyLn
= LnfˆnVyLn
with fn(x) := χn+y(χ)χn(χ)
(
g
(
x
n
)− g ( x−yn )). The continuous function g on the compact set  is
uniformly countinuous and therefore ‖fn‖ → 0. Thus, the considered commutators form sequences in
G and CJ is a central subalgebra ofF
J
Blp
.
By ∗ : {LngˆnLn} +J → {LngˆnLn} +J an involution in CJ is given and themapping C() → C
J
 , g →{LngˆnLn} +J is a surjective ∗-homomorphism. The assertion can be easily proved, if this mapping is
showntobe isometric. For thisweﬁxg ∈ C()and {Jn} ∈J. Then, forevery  > 0, thereexist a sequence
{Gn} ∈ G, a k ∈ N, certain x1, . . ., xk ∈ T and Ki ∈Kxi , such that∥∥∥∥∥∥
⎧⎨
⎩
k∑
i=1
E
xi
n (L
xi
n K
iL
xi
n ) + Gn
⎫⎬
⎭− {Jn}
∥∥∥∥∥∥ < /4.
Moreover, it is easy to see that there are a numberm ∈ N and a function f ∈ lp, ‖f ‖ = 1, such that
‖Gm‖ < /4,∥∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
i=1
Exm(L
xi
mK
iL
xi
m)f
∥∥∥∥∥∥ < /4 and
‖(LmgˆmLm)f ‖ > ‖g‖ − /4,
hence
‖{LngˆnLn + Jn}‖ ‖(LmgˆmLm + Jm)Lmf ‖
 ‖(LmgˆmLm)f ‖ − ‖JmLmf ‖
 ‖(LmgˆmLm)f ‖ −
∥∥∥∥∥∥Jm −
k∑
i=1
E
xi
m(L
xi
mK
iL
xi
m) + Gm
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ‖f ‖
−
∥∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
i=1
Exm(L
xi
mK
iL
xi
m)Lmf
∥∥∥∥∥∥− ‖Gm‖‖f ‖
 ‖g‖ − .
Since {Jn} and  were chosen arbitrarily, we have
‖g‖ inf
{Jn}∈J
‖{LngˆnLn + Jn}‖ ‖{LngˆnLn}‖ = ‖g‖,
hence ‖{LngˆnLn} +J‖ = ‖g‖. 
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Consequently, the maximal ideal spaceM(CJ ) is homeomorphic to , that is the maximal ideals
are exactly the sets
iz := {{LngˆnLn} +J : g(z) = 0}, z ∈ .
For z ∈  let Jz denote the smallest closed ideal inFJBlp , which contains iz and let z denote the
canonical homomorphismz :FJBlp →F
J
Blp
/Jz .
LetA ∈FBlp . The cosetA+J is invertible (that isA isJ-Fredholm), if all z(A+J) (z ∈ )
are invertible, due to Theorem 37 (Allan localization). Applying this observation, we will tighten the
relations betweenJ-Fredholmness of sequences and Fredholmess of their limit operators. For this,
we deﬁne
FAlp (C) := alg{{LnALn}, {LnPHLn}, {Exn(LxnKxLxn)}, {Gn} :
A ∈Alp (C),H ∈H,Kx ∈Kx , x ∈ δ, {Gn} ∈ G}.
Proposition 57. A sequenceA ∈FAlp (C) isJ-Fredholm, if and only if all operatorsWx(A) are Fredholm.
Proof. 1. For z ∈ δ we put x := z and if z ∈ int we put x := 0. IfA is aJ-Fredholm sequence, then
allWx(A) are Fredholm, due to Theorem 17 and for the reverse implication it sufﬁces to show that the
invertibility ofWx(A) +Kx implies the invertibility of the corresponding cosetsz(A+J).
2. First, we consider z ∈  and show for A,B ∈Bxlp that
z({Exn(LxnABLxn)} +J) = z({Exn(LxnALxn)}{Exn(LxnBLxn)} +J). (11)
For every  > 0 there is an n0 ∈ N and an open bounded neighborhood U of z, such that for all n > n0
‖V−xn χˆnUVxnA(Ix − Lxn)B‖ < , (12)
as Theorem 39 shows. Let g ∈ C() with ‖g‖ = 1, g(z) = 1 and g(1− χU) ≡ 0. Then {LngˆnLn} ∈ C and
z({Ln − LngˆnLn} +J) = 0. Moreover, we have LngˆnLn = LngˆnLnχˆnU . Thus
{Exn(LxnABLxn) − Exn(LxnALxn)Exn(LxnBLxn)} +J
= {Exn(LxnA(Ix − Lxn)BLxn)} +J
= {Ln − LngˆnLn}{Exn(LxnA(Ix − Lxn)BLxn)} +J+ {LngˆnLn}{Exn(LxnA(Ix − Lxn)BLxn)} +J
= {Ln − LngˆnLn}{Exn(LxnA(Ix − Lxn)BLxn)} +J+ {LngˆnLn}{Exn(LxnV−xn χˆnUVxnA(Ix − Lxn)BLxn)} +J.
The ﬁrst summand belongs to the kernel ofz and the operators of the latter sequence are smaller
than  in the norm for sufﬁciently large n, due to (12). This proves the assertion of step 2.
3. Let A ∈FAlp (C) and z ∈ . We show: If Wx(A) is Fredholm (i.e. Wx(A) +K
x
is invertible in
Bxlp/K
x
), then the cosets z({Exn(LxnWx(A)Lxn)} +J) are invertible. For this we choose an operator
B ∈ (Wx(A) +Kx)−1 and deduce from (11) that
z({Exn(LxnWx(A)Lxn)}{Exn(LxnBLxn)} +J) = z({Exn(LxnWx(A)BLxn)} +J) = z({Ln} +J)
as well asz({Exn(LxnBLxn)}{Exn(LxnWx(A)Lxn)} +J) = z({Ln} +J).
4. Now it remains to prove that
z(A+J) = z({Exn(LxnWx(A)Lxn)} +J) (13)
for all generating sequences A ofFAlp (C), since (11) yields that this equality then holds true for all
sequences inFAlp (C).
For a start, we consider the case {LnALn} with A ∈Alp (C). If z ∈ int then (13) is obvious, since
W0{LnALn} = A. In the case z ∈ δ let, at ﬁrst, A = aˆVy with a ∈ C(RK ,CN×N), y ∈ ZK .We put η := x‖x‖ =
z
‖z‖ and obtainW
x{LnALn} = Ixa∞(η)VyIx . Moreover, for every  > 0, there exist numbers n0, δ0 > 0 such
that ‖aˆ(nu) − a∞(η)‖ <  for all n > n0 and all u ∈ Uδ0 (x).
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Let g ∈ C() with ‖g‖ = 1, g(z) = 1 and g( \ Uδ0 (x)) = {0}. Then
{LnALn − Exn(LxnWx{LnALn}Lxn)} +J
= {LnaˆVyLn − Lna∞(η)VyLn} +J
= {gˆnLn(aˆ− a∞(η))VyLn} +J+ {(1− gˆn)Ln(aˆ− a∞(η))VyLn} +J
where the ﬁrst summand is smaller than  and the second one is contained in the kernel ofz . Since
 was chosen arbitrarily, and the kernel ofz is closed, we obtain (13) for A = aˆVy, as well as for sums
of such operators, that is for band operators and, due to the continuity of z , for all band-dominated
operators inAlp (C).
Now letH ∈H. Due toEq. (10)wehaveWx{LnPHLn} = IxPHIx if x ∈ δH, andEq. (13) obviouslyholds
for all z ∈ int and z ∈ δ ∩ δH. For z ∈ intH ∩ δ or z ∈ HC ∩ δ the operatorWx{LnPHLn} equals Ix or
0, respectively, and we can choose a continuous function g ∈ C() with ‖g‖ = 1 and g(z) = 1, whose
support is contained in an open ball, which does not intersect δH, i.e. its support is located completely
on one side of δH. The observation that {gˆnLnPHLn} then equals {gˆnLn} or {0Ln} for z ∈ intH or z ∈ HC ,
respectively, yields (13) again. 
2.3.5. Main theorem
Since all sequencesA ∈FBlp enjoy theP-dichotomy, Theorems 21, 25 and 29 and Proposition 57
yield the following picture for the ﬁnite sections of band-dominated operators.
Theorem 58. LetA = {An} ∈FBlp .
• A is stable, iffA isJ-Fredholm and all Wx(A) are invertible.
• IfA isJ-Fredholm, then all Wx(A) are Fredholm, the number of non-invertible operators among
them is ﬁnite and the approximation numbers of An have the k-splitting-property with
k =
∑
x∈T
dimkerWx(A).
Moreover,∑
x∈T
indWx(A) = 0.
• If one Wx(A) is not Fredholm, then limn→∞ sl(An) = 0 for each l ∈ N.
• IfA ∈FAlp (C), thenA isJ-Fredholm iff all Wx(A) are Fredholm.
Remark 59. LetA = {An} ∈FBlp be aJ-Fredholm sequence, let kx := dimkerWx(A) denote the ker-
nel dimension ofWx(A) and let Px ∈L(Ex ,Px) denote a projection onto the kernel ofWx(A) for each
x ∈ T , respectively. This definition is correct, since all limit operators are properly Px-Fredholm. In
view of (8) the following estimate for the convergence speed of the α(A)th approximation numbers
holds:
sα(A)(An) 2max
x∈T
‖Px‖ ·
∑
x∈T
kx
1− ‖(Ix − Lxn)Px‖
‖E−xn (An)LxnPx‖
 const
∑
x∈T
‖E−xn (An)LxnPx‖ → 0. (14)
Note, that just a ﬁnite number of the projections Px are non-trivial.
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Remark 60. It is an immediate consequence of the Corollaries 35 and 36 that a sequenceA ∈FAlp (C)
is Fredholm in the sense of Definition 31 if and only if allWx(A) are Fredholm operators.
Remark 61. This result particularly treats ﬁnite sections {LnALn} of operators A ∈Alp (C), which are
usually called convolution operators. Since these operators are shift-invariant, it is clear, that the limit
operatorsWx{LnALn} coincide for all points x ∈ δ that are relatively inner points of the same polytope
Pj (i.e. lateral surfaces), or the same intersection of two or more Pji (i.e. edges and vertices), and so
on. Hence there are just a ﬁnite number of different limit operators, one for each lateral surface, edge,
vertex, …
Thanks to the fact that the sequences {LnPHLn} for H ∈H are contained inFAlp (C), we can con-
sider convolution operators on half spaces and cones as well.
Such stability results for ﬁnite sections were obtained for the ﬁrst time in [10,11] for p /= ∞.
2.4. Band-dominated operators on lp(Z,CN)
2.4.1. Sequences and subsequences
In the preceding section we were able to apply the general theory on stability and approximation
numbers to the ﬁnite sections of a certain class of band-dominated operators acting on lp(ZK ,CN). In
this sectionwe consider general band-dominatedoperators in the caseK = 1 andwewill obtain a fairly
complete theoryconcerning theasymptoticalbehaviorof theﬁnite sectionsofgeneralband-dominated
operators. As the subsequent example shows, this situation is more sophisticated.
First of all, we put = [−1, 1] and denote byP = (Ln) the uniform approximate identity, which we
can deduce from.
Example.We consider the band-dominated operator A on lp(Z,C), whose matrix representation with
respect to the canonical basis is as follows:
A = diag(. . .,B,B,B, . . .), where B :=
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
Obviously, A is invertible as well as all of its limit operators, and its ﬁnite section LnALn is invertible
if and only if n is even, thus {LnALn} is not stable. Moreover, we have V−nAVn = A if n is even and
V−nAVn = V−1AV1 if n is odd, thus the operators W±1{LnALn} does not exist at all. But, if we con-
sider ˜ = [−2, 2] and P˜ = (˜Ln) = (L2n), the corresponding ﬁnite section sequence becomes {˜LnA˜Ln} =
{L2nAL2n}, that is a stable sequence, all desired operators W±1 {˜LnA˜Ln} exist and they are invertible on
Z±, respectively.
LetH+ (H−) denote the set of all sequences h : N → N (h : N → Z \N) tending to +∞ (−∞).
Moreover, letH :=H+ ∪H−. In the example the convenient choice of ˜ leads to a subsequence of
P, such that the required limit operators of A actually exist and the known results are applicable. In
general the following holds (see [17, Corollary 2.1.17]).
Proposition 62. Let A ∈Alp . Then every sequence h ∈H contains a subsequence g ∈H such that the
limit operator Ag of A with respect to g exists.
For a band-dominated operator A and a sequence h ∈H there is a subsequence j of h such that Aj
exists. By the same argument, j itself contains a subsequence g such that the limit operators Ag and
A−g exist.
Therefore, it seems to be feasible and valuable to pass to appropriate subsequences for which the
limit operators exist and hence the ideas of the general theory apply:
For a given sequence h = (hn)n∈N ∈H+ we deﬁne operators Lhn := χˆ[−hn ,hn]I and obtain a uniform
approximate identityPh := (Lhn ) of projections Lhn of ﬁnite rank. Obviously,Ph andP are equivalent,
and thus all “Ph-notations” coincide with their corresponding “P-notations”.
Let Ehn := imLhn , T := {−1, 0, 1}, I0 := I, I±1 := χˆZ∓ I and
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E0 := lp(Z,CN) L0
hn
:= Lhn
E0
hn
:L(imL0
hn
) →L(Ehn ),B → B
E±1 := imI±1 L±1
hn
:= V∓hnLhnV±hn
E±1
hn
:L(imL±1
hn
) →L(Ehn ),B → V±hnBV∓hn
for every n. Ix are the identities in Ex , respectively, and the uniform approximate identitiesPxh := (Lxhn )
are equivalent toPx := (Lxn). ThusK(Ex ,Pxh) =K(Ex ,Px) =:Kx for x ∈ T . Again, we letFTh denote
the set of all bounded sequences {Ahn } of bounded linear operators Ahn ∈L(Ehn ) for which there exist
operatorsWx{Ahn } ∈L(Ex ,Px) such that for n → ∞
E−x
hn
(Ahn )L
x
hn
→ Wx{Ahn } Pxstrongly.
The sets
Gh := {{Ghn } : ‖Ghn‖ → 0},
JTh := span{{Exhn (LxhnKLxhn )}, {Ghn } : x ∈ T ,K ∈K
x
, {Ghn } ∈ Gh}
are closed ideals inFTh anda sequence {Ahn } ∈FTh is said tobeJTh-Fredholm, if {Ahn } +JTh is invertible
inFTh/J
T
h .
The ﬁnite section algebra FAlp . Let F be the algebra of all bounded sequences {An} of bounded
linear operators An ∈L(En) and let FAlp denote the smallest closed subalgebra of F containing
all sequences {LnALn} with A ∈Alp . For A = {An} ∈FAlp and a sequence h = (hn)n∈N ∈H+ let Ah
denote the subsequence {Ahn }. It is obvious, that for eachA = {An} ∈FAlp the operator
W(A) :=P− limn→∞AnLn = W0(Ah) =P− limn→∞AhnLhn
exists for every h ∈H+ and is independent of the choice of h.
Appropriate subsequences. LetA ∈FAlp and h ∈H+. ByHAh we denote the collection of all subse-
quences g of h such that the following holds:
(1) Ag ∈FTg (which means that the operatorsW(A) andW±1(Ag) exist).
(2) Ag − {LgnW(A)Lgn } ∈JTg .
Furthermore, we putQl := {Ln−l} andPl := {Ln} −Ql .
Proposition 63. LetA ∈FAlp and let h ∈H+. Then there exists a subsequence g ∈HAh of h. IfW(A) is
Fredholm thenAg is aJ
T
g -Fredholm sequence inF
T
g and if B is a regularizer ofW(A) then {LgnBLgn } ∈FTg ,
too. Moreover
lim
l→∞
‖(A− {LnW(A)Ln})Ql‖ = lim
l→∞
‖Ql(A− {LnW(A)Ln})‖ = 0.
Proof. First of all, we prove that for every sequence g ∈H+ and for each pair of operators B,C ∈Alp
with {LgnBLgn }, {LgnCLgn } ∈FTg there are operators K±1 ∈K±1 and a sequence {Ggn } ∈ Gg , such that
{Dgn } := {LgnBCLgn } − {LgnBLgn }{LgnCLgn }
= {E1gn (L1gnK1L1gn )} + {E−1gn (L−1gn K−1L−1gn )} + {Ggn } ∈JTg . (15)
Since the limit operators B±g ,C±g exist, we also have {LgnBCLgn } ∈FTg , hence {Dgn } ∈FTg . For everym
the sequence {Dgn }Pmg is contained inJTg and
‖{Dgn }Qmg ‖ ‖B‖ sup
n
‖(I − Lgn )CLgn−m‖,
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which can be chosen arbitrarily small, due to Theorem 39. Thus, the closedness ofJTg implies (15).
LetA and h be given. By definition there is a sequence (A(m)) ⊂FAlp such thatA
(m) → A in the
norm (ofFAlp ) as n → ∞, and such that allA
(m)
are of the form
A(m) =
km∑
i=1
lm∏
j=1
{LnA(m)ij Ln}, A(m)ij ∈Alp .
Applying Proposition 62 several times, it is easy to see that there exists a subsequence g1 of h such
that {Lg1n A
(1)
ij
Lg1n
} ∈FTg1 for all i = 1, . . ., k1 and j = 1, . . ., l1. Relation (15) yields g1 ∈HA(1) . Repeating
this argument we obtain a subsequence g2 of g1 such that g2 ∈H
A(2)
, and so on. Hence, there are
sequences h ⊃ g1 ⊃ g2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ gm ⊃ . . . such that gm ∈H
A(1)
, . . ., gm ∈H
A(m)
for every m. Now let
the sequence g = (gn) be deﬁned by gn := gnn . Then it follows that g ∈HA(m) for allm ∈ N. SinceAg is
the norm limit of the sequence (A(m)g )m∈N, we easily see thatAg ∈FTg andAg − {LgnW(A)Lgn } ∈JTg ,
that is g ∈HAh .
Now let W(A) be Fredholm, B be a regularizer and g ∈HAh . Then Proposition 42 immediately
showsthat {LgnBLgn } ∈FTg . ApplyingEq. (15) to theoperatorsW(A)andBproves theJTg -Fredholmness
of {LgnW(A)Lgn }, that is theJTg -Fredholmness ofAg sinceAg − {LgnW(A)Lgn } ∈JTg .
Finally, we assume that limsupl→∞‖(A− {LnW(A)Ln})Ql‖  > 0, i.e.
‖(A− {LnW(A)Ln})Qlk‖ 
2
(16)
for a strongly increasing sequence (lk)k∈N of positive integers. If we pass to a subsequence g ∈HA
then (16) is of the form
‖({E1gn (L1gnK1L1gn )} + {E−1gn (L−1gn K−1L−1gn )} + {Ggn })Q
lk‖ 
2
with operators K±1 ∈K±1 and {Ggn } ∈ Gg for every k. This yields a contradiction since for every
Px-compact operator K and every l we have
‖{E−xgn (LxgnKLxgn )}Q
l‖ = ‖{E−xgn (LxgnK(I − Ll−1)Lxgn )}‖ ‖K(I − Ll−1)‖ and
‖{Ggn }Ql‖ = sup
n∈N
‖GgnLgn−l‖ sup
n∈N:gnl
‖Ggn‖
which tend to 0 as l goes to ∞. The second part of the last assertion can be proved analogously. 
Now Theorems 21, 25, 29 and 41 provide the following result.
Theorem 64. LetA = {An} ∈FAlp and g ∈HA.
• Ag is stable if and only if W(A) and W±1(Ag) are invertible.
• If W(A) is Fredholm, then W±1(Ag) are Fredholm. Moreover
indW(A) = −indW1(Ag) − indW−1(Ag)
and the approximation numbers of the entries ofAg have the k-splitting-property with
k = dimkerW(A) + dimkerW1(Ag) + dimkerW−1(Ag).
• If W(A) is not Fredholm, then limn→∞ sl(Agn ) = 0 for each l ∈ N.
Proposition 43 reveals that in case p /= ∞ thePx-strong convergence to the limit operators is just
the strong convergence.
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2.4.2. Finite sections, the Fredholm property and the α-number
The previous theorem provides some information on the behavior of subsequences of a sequence
A ∈FAlp . We now want to state a similar result forA itself as well as its Fredholm property in the
sense of Definition 31.
Theorem 65. LetA = {An} ∈FAlp .
• A is a stable sequence if and only if W(A) and all operators W±1(Ah) with h ∈HA are invertible.
• A is a Fredholm sequence if and only if W(A) is a Fredholm operator. In this case the operators
W±1(Ah) are Fredholm for each h ∈HA and the formula
indW(A) = −indW1(Ah) − indW−1(Ah)
holds. Moreover, the α-number ofA equals
α(A) = dimkerW(A) + max
h∈HA
(dimkerW1(Ah) + dimkerW−1(Ah)). (17)
Proof. Suppose W(A) is Fredholm, but for each n ∈ N there is a number hn such that hn > hn−1 and
sn(Ahn ) <
1
n . Due to Proposition 63, there is a subsequence g ∈HAh and since W(A) is Fredholm,
Theorem 64 provides a splitting number k for the sequenceAg and a constant c > 0 such that
0 < c  sk+1(Agm ) sm(Agm ) <
1
m
for all sufﬁciently largem. This is a contradiction. Thus,A has an α-number ifW(A) is Fredholm, and
Theorem 34 yields the Fredholm property ofA.
On the other hand, let α(A) < ∞ be given. Then there exists h ∈H+ such that limn→∞
sα(A)(Ahn ) = 0 and there is again a subsequence g ∈HAh of h. Hence, Theorem 64 applies to Ag
and in view of the relation lim infn→∞ sα(A)+1(Agn ) > 0 it implies that W(A) is Fredholm. Moreover,
this proves the relation “” in equation (17). To prove the equality in (17), we assume that there is a
sequence h ∈HA such that
α(A) + 1 dimkerW(A) + dimkerW1(Ah) + dimkerW−1(Ah).
Then we conclude again from Theorem 64 that lim infn→∞sα(A)+1(Ahn ) = 0, a contradiction.
IfA is a stable sequence, then every subsequenceAh ofA is stable, hence the operatorW(A) and
all operatorsW±1(Ah) with h ∈HA are invertible, due to Theorem 64. SupposeA is not stable, then
there is a sequence h ∈H+ such that ‖A−1hn ‖ → ∞ (where ‖B−1‖ := ∞ whenever B is not invertible).
Choosing g ∈HAh , we obtain a non-stable sequence Ag ∈F
T
g and Theorem 64 yields that at least
one of its limit operators is not invertible. 
In some sense, the α-number provides a measure for the almost stability of an operator sequence.
Later on, we will present an idea for modiﬁcations of the ﬁnite section method, that admits to handle
such almost stable sequences.
2.4.3. Stability and the index formula
The stability of ﬁnite section sequences for band-dominated operators has already been considered
in [16] for continuous coefﬁcients, in [21] for general band-dominated operators in case p = 2 and in
Chapter 6 of [17] also for the cases p ∈ (1,∞), where the results read as follows: The sequence {LnALn}
is stable if and only if A and certain limit operators of A are invertible and if the norms of their inverses
are uniformly bounded. In [18] the uniform boundedness condition could be shown to be redundant
for band-dominated operators on lp(Z,C)with p ∈ (1,∞). After all, a uniform picture for all p ∈ [1,∞]
can be found in [12].
To be consistent with these results, we should introduce some further notations.
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Let P := χZ+ I andQ := I − P. ForA ∈Alp weeasily check that PAQ andQAP areP-compact (see The-
orem39), andweputA+ := PAP + Q aswell asA− := P + QAQ . TheequalityPAP + QAQ = A+A− = A−A+
shows that the operators A+ and A− are Fredholm, if and only if A is Fredholm and
indA = ind+A+ ind−A, (18)
where ind±A := indA± are called the plus- and the minus-index of A, respectively. Let σ±(A) denote
the set of all limit operators of A ∈Alp with respect to sequences inH±.
Corollary 66. Let A ∈Alp . The sequence {LnALn} is stable if and only if A and all operators B+, C−, with
B ∈ σ−(A) and C ∈ σ+(A), respectively, are invertible.
Proof. In viewof Theorem65 it sufﬁces to annotate that for each B ∈ σ−(A) there is a sequence h ∈H+
such that B = A−h. Passing to g ∈H{LhnALhn } we ﬁnd that B+ and W−1{LgnALgn } are simultaneously
invertible. The operators C ∈ σ+(A) can be treated in the same way, because C ∈ σ+(A) if and only if
V−1CV1 ∈ σ+(A), and forh ∈H{LnALn} withC = Ahweget the invertibility of (V−1CV1)− andW1{LhnALhn }
at the same time. 
Corollary 67. Let A ∈Alp be Fredholm.
• All operators in σ+(A) have the same plus-index and this number coincides with the plus-index of A.
Similarly, A and all operators in σ−(A) have the same minus-index.
• For arbitrarily taken B ∈ σ−(A), C ∈ σ+(A) the following always holds
indA = ind−B + ind+C.
Proof. It needs only to prove ind−A = ind−B and ind+A = ind+C for each B ∈ σ−(A) and C ∈ σ+(A).
For a given B ∈ σ−(A) there is a sequence g ∈H{LnA−Ln} such that the limit operator W−1{LgnA−Lgn }
coincides with PBP. Since B is invertible, we know from Theorem 64 and Eq. (18) that
ind−A = indA− = W{LnA−Ln} = −W−1{LgnA−Lgn } = −ind+B = ind−B.
The operator C can be treated analogously. 
Remark 68. This index formula was proved in [15] in case p = 2 via K-theory. A generalization to
lp(Z,C), p ∈ (1,∞) was done in [20] and recently, by a different approach, in [19]. Notice that it can
be used to get new insight into the stability problem for the ﬁnite section method concerning band-
dominated operators with slowly oscillating coefﬁcients which belong to lp(Z,C), 1 p∞. The
particular case 1 < p < ∞ was already treated in [20].
2.4.4. Modiﬁed ﬁnite sections
In what follows we want to present a method to handle sequences A ∈FAlp , which have an
invertible limit operator W(A), but which are unfortunately not stable. The main idea is to study
modiﬁed sequences and the convergence of their generalized inverses. Modiﬁed ﬁnite sections for
Toeplitz operators were already considered in [9,25]. The results here are a straightforward extension
of Section 5 in [24].
Deﬁnition 69. Recall thatQm := {Ln−m}. For a sequenceA = {An} ∈FAlp letA
m
denote the modi-
ﬁed sequence
Am = {Amn } := AQm.
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If we interpret An as a matrix with respect to the standard basis, then we obtain the matrix A
m
n
from An by puttingm columns at the left and at the right of An to 0.
Theorem 70. LetA = {An} ∈FAlp and W(A) be Fredholm. Then there is a number m ∈ Z+ such that
lim
n→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2m(A
m
n ) = 0 and lim infn→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2m+1(A
m
n ) > 0.
Proof. We ﬁrstly consider the sequence B = {Bn} := {LnW(A)Ln}. Then there is a number k  0 such
that
kerWx(Bk
h
) = ker(W(A))xhIx(I − Lm−1)Ix = kerIx(I − Lm−1)Ix
for all h ∈HB, x ∈ {−1, 1} andm k (see [24], Proposition 5.1). SinceW(Bm) equalsW(A), Theorem
65 now implies for allm k that
α(Bm) = dimkerW(A) + 2m.
Furthermore, for everym k we have
sj(A
m
n ) inf{‖Bmn − F‖ : dim imF  2n+ 1− j} − ‖Bmn − Amn ‖,
where the right hand side is not less than
inf{‖Bkn − (Bkn − Bmn ) − F‖ : dim imF  2n+ 1− j} − ‖Bm −Am‖
 inf{‖Bkn − G‖ : dim imG  2n+ 1− j + 2(m− k)} − ‖Bm −Am‖
= sj−2m+2k(Bkn ) − ‖(B−A)Qm‖
for all n > m and all j  2n+ 1. Thus,
lim inf
n→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2m+1(A
m
n ) d − ‖(B−A)Qm‖
for allm k,whered := lim infn→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2k+1(Bkn ) > 0.Due toProposition63, the last termon
the right hand side tends to zero asm → ∞, hence we ﬁnd that there is anm k such that α(Am) =
dimkerW(A) + 2m, that is
lim inf
n→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2m(A
m
n ) = 0 and lim infn→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2m+1(A
m
n ) > 0.
Assume that the ﬁrst lim inf cannot be replaced by lim. Then there is a sequence h ∈H+ such that
the limit limn→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2m(A
m
hn
) > 0 exists and there is again a subsequence g ∈HAh of h.
Applying Theorem 64 to the sequence Amg leads to limn→∞ sdimkerW(A)+2m(A
m
gn ) = 0, which is a
contradiction. 
Theorem 71. LetA = {An} ∈FAlp andW(A) be invertible. Then there is a number m such that α(A
m
)
equals 2m. Moreover, there is a bounded sequence {Cn} of generalized inverses Cn for Amn , that is
CnA
m
n Cn = Cn, Amn CnAmn = Amn and sup
n
‖Cn‖ < ∞,
such that ‖(CnLn − (W(A))−1)Lm‖ → 0 for every m. In case p /= ∞ this is strong convergence.
Proof. The previous theorem provides the numberm. For n > m let z ∈ imLn−m with ‖z‖ = 1 be arbi-
trarily chosen. Applying the Hahn-Banach Theorem, it is easy to prove that there is always a projection
Pz onto span{z} of norm 1. Therefore there are positive numbers d and N such that for all n N
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0 < d  s2m+1(Amn )
= inf{‖Amn − F‖ : dim imF  2n+ 1− (2m+ 1)}
 inf{‖Amn − Amn (I − Pz)Ln−m‖ : z ∈ imLn−m, ‖z‖ = 1}
= inf{‖Amn PzLn−m‖ : z ∈ imLn−m, ‖z‖ = 1}
 inf{‖Amn z‖ : z ∈ imLn−m, ‖z‖ = 1}.
Thus A
m
n : imLn−m → imAmn is invertible and ‖(Amn )−1|imAmn ‖
1
d
whenever n N. Since all these
operators A
m
n have the codimension of 2m, there are a constant C and a sequence of projections
P
imA
m
n
, each onto the range of A
m
n , such that ‖PimAmn ‖ C for all n N (see [13, B.4.10]). Nowwe put
Cn := Ln−m(Amn )−1PimAmn if n N and Cn := 0 otherwise.
Then {Cn} is uniformly bounded (by Cd ) and for n N we obviously get
CnA
m
n Cn = CnPimAmn = Cn and
A
m
n CnA
m
n = Amn (Amn )−1PimAmn A
m
n = Amn ,
that is Cn is a generalized inverse for A
m
n . Finally, with Â := W(A), we have
‖(CnLn − Â−1)Lm‖ = ‖(CnLnÂ− I)̂A−1Lm‖
 ‖(CnLnÂ− Ln−m )̂A−1Lm‖ + ‖(I − Ln−m )̂A−1Lm‖
 ‖Cn‖‖(̂A− Amn )̂A−1Lm‖ + ‖(I − Ln−m )̂A−1Lm‖,
for each m, where the ﬁrst term tends to 0, since (A
m
n Ln) tendsP-strongly to Â, and the second one
tends to 0 due to Theorem 39. 
Remark 72. In the case p = 2 we obtain the Moore–Penrose inverses (for a definition see [8], for
instance)
(A
m
n )
+ = Cn = Qmn (Amn )−1PimAmn
if we choose the orthogonal projections P
imA
m
n
.
2.4.5. Toeplitz operators
Here is a simple application of the results of the preceding sections.
Let W := {a ∈ L∞(T) : ‖a‖W :=
∑
n∈Z |an| < ∞} (where (an)n∈Z are the Fourier coefﬁcients of a)
denote the Wiener algebra, andWN×N the set of N × N-matrices with entries inW .
For a ∈ WN×N let L(a) :=
∑
n∈Z anVn be the Laurent operator and let T(a) := PL(a)P be the Toeplitz
operator with the symbol a. In what follows, we will consider the compressions of Toeplitz operators
T(a) to l
p
N := lp(Z+,CN). Let Pn denote the compression of Ln := χ[−n,n]I to lpN and Wn be the operator
on l
p
N which sends (x0, x1. . ., xn, xn+1, . . .) to (xn, xn−1, . . ., x0, 0, . . .). Obviously, P̂ = (Pn) is a uniform
approximate identity on l
p
N .
Now we consider the ﬁnite section sequence
{An} := {PnT(a)Pn + PnKPn +WnLWn + Gn},
where K , L ∈K(lpN , P̂) and ‖Gn‖ → 0. This sequence can be embedded intoFT , whichwas introduced
in the sections above, as follows:
{Bn} := {Ln(P(T(a) + K)P + PE1n(L1nJPLPJL1n)P + PGnP + JPJ)Ln},
where J is the operator J : (xn) → (x−n). It is clear that the sequence {An} is stable if and only if {Bn}
is stable, and that their approximation numbers behave in the same vein. Obviously the preceding
theory applies to {Bn} and its limit operators are
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W{Bn} = P(T(a) + K)P + JPJ, W−1{Bn} = P and
W1{Bn} = JPJ(L(a) + JLJ)JPJ.
The ﬁrst one can be identiﬁed with the operator T(a) + K ∈L(lpN) and the last one with T(a˜) + L ∈
L(lpN) (where a˜(t) := a( 1t )). Since the Toeplitz operator T(a) is Fredholm if and only if its symbol a is
invertible (see [14], 4.108), we arrive at
Theorem 73. Let p ∈ {0} ∪ [1,∞], a ∈ WN×N , K , L ∈K(lpN , P̂) and ‖Gn‖ → 0 as n → ∞. Then we obtain
for the sequence
{An} := {PnT(a)Pn + PnKPn +WnLWn + Gn} :
• If the symbol function a is invertible, then the operators T(a) + K and T(a˜) + L are Fredholm on lpN
and the approximation numbers of An have the k-splitting property with
k = dimker(T(a) + K) + dimker(T(a˜) + L).
• If the symbol function a is not invertible then sl(An) → 0 for each l ∈ N.
• {An} is stable if and only if T(a) + K and T(a˜) + L are invertible.
• If the symbol function a is invertible and the operator T(a) + K is invertible, then there is a number
m such that for the sequence {AnWnPmWn} there is a bounded sequence of generalized inverses Cn
with
‖(CnPn − (T(a) + K)−1)Pl‖ → 0 for all l ∈ N.
Applying the general theory of Section 1.2 directly to the case of Toeplitz operators on l
p
N , one can
actually prove this result for a larger class of symbol functions, namely (Cp + H∞p )N×N , which coincides
with WN×N in the cases p ∈ {0, 1,∞} (see [5,23]). The earliest results on the stability of ﬁnite section
sequences {PnT(a)Pn} were obtained in [1] for p = 1 and in [6] for 1 < p < ∞. The case p = ∞ already
appeared in [22].
We ﬁnish with the announced example of the dependency of theJT -Fredholm property on the
underlying algebra. For the symbol function a(t) = t the Toeplitz operators T(a) = V1 and T(a˜) = V−1
are Fredholm operators of the index −1 or 1, respectively. The sequence {PnT(a)Pn} ∈FT is a JT -
Fredholm sequence, but {PnT(a)Pn} ∈FT˜ , where T˜ := {0} ⊂ T , is not JT˜ -Fredholm due to Theorem
29. This teaches us that one has to choose suitable and enough “directions” from which one looks at a
sequenceA, in order to be in a position to extract the desired properties ofA.
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